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                     PREFACE
………………………..

                Human mind is very complex and every person
has different psychology. It is the psychology or our
thoughts which make as good or bed. We are usually
more attracted toward bed thing and to avoid it we

  should keep our mind busy toward good and constructive
  thing and one way is keep reading one great thought daily
   and implement it for that day and throughout the life, after

some time you will feel that your life is changing. This is
the main motto of publishing this book. I have collected

these thoughts/quotes from different newspapers
 and magazines .This E-book is not for profit making

    but  spreading the good thoughts amongst you. I hope
you will love my efforts and forgive my errors and

omissions.

                                                    Dr. Ajay Gupta,
                                                      Durg. ( C.G .) INDIA.
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 01. Never tell people how to do things tell them what to do, and
       they will surprise you with their ingenuity...........
                                                     -GEN  GEORGE  S. PATTON

 02. Ultimately we know deeply that the other side of every fear
        is freedom...................                 MARILYN  FERGUSON

 03. The world is divided into people who do things and people
       who get  the credit try if you can to belong to the first class
        there’s far less competition.............  DWIGHT  MORROW
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04. If you treat a man as he is he will stay as he is but if you treat
     him  as if he were what he ought to be and could be he will
      become that bigger and better man..........              GOETHE

05. The journey of a thousand miles begins with a single
       step...........                                       CHINESE  PROVERB

06. The trouble with most of us is that we would rather be ruined
       by  praise than saved by criticism...........
                                                NORMAN  VINCENT  PEALE

 07. Doing easily what others find diffcult is talent doing what is
        impossiblefortalent isgenius...................
                                                     HENRI-FREDERIC  AMIEL
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12. No one,eleanor roosevelt said,can make you feel inferior with
       out  our consent.Never give it...............................
                                                MARIAN  WRIGHTE  DELMAN

14. Our children change us... whether the live or not...........

15. People grow through experience if they meet life honestly and
      courageously. This is how character is built.................
                                                       ELEANOR   ROOSEVELT

13.  A  frind is a second self.........................

08. It’s important to know that words don;t move mountains.Work,
       exacting work moves mountains............   DANILO   DOLCI

09. The moment we break faith with one another, the sea enguifs
        us and the light goes out.............................

10. To climb steep hills requires a slow pace at first...............

11. The more you care, the stronger you can be..........JIM  ROHN
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16. Even the knowledge of my own fallibility cannot keep me from
       making mistakes.Only when I fall do I get up again................
                                                               VINCENT  VAN  GOGH

17. The universe is change; our life is what our thoughts make
        it..................

18. You cannot get ahead while you are getting even.....................

19. The greatest of our happiness depends on our disposition not
       our circumstances..................      MARTHA   WASINGTON
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20. It is a kind of spiritual snobbery that makes people think they
      can be happy without money..............

21. Honest differences are often a health sign of progress........

22. The weak can never forgiveness is the attribute of the strong.
                                                         MOHANDAS  K . GANDHI

23. If you give a man a fish, he will have a single meal if you teach
      him how to fish he will eat all his life...........       KWAN-TZU
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 24. So is cheerfulness, or a good temper,the more it is spent, the
        more remains...............       RALPH  WALDO  EMERSON

25. The weak can never forgive. Forgiveness is the attribute of the
       strong................

26. You’re never too old to become younger.................

27. Pain is temporary. Quitting lasts forever.......................
                                                                   LANCE  ARMSTRON

28. If you only have a hammer,ou tend to see every problem as a
      nail.........                                        ABRAHAM  MASLOW

                                                                                                    (10)

 29. Whenever ou find or are  on the side of the majorit, it is time
        to pause and reflect.........

30. Our children change us... whether the live or not...........

31. Friendship is a plant of slow growth and must undergo and
     withstand the shocks of adversity before it is entitled to the
       appellation..................                 GEORGE  WASHINGTO
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32. If you are distressed by anything external, the pain is not due
     to the hting itself, but to your estimate of it ; and this you have
      the power to revoke at any moment.......
                                                                 MARCUS  AURELIUS
33. To follow, without halt, one aim; There’s the secret of
       success.........

34. There is always a way to be honest without being brutal..........
                                                                    ARTHUR   DOBRIN

35. Hope is the thing with feathers that perches in the soul.........
                                                                    EMILY  DICKESON
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39. It is never too late to become what you might have become....
                                                                      GEORGE  ELIOT

40. Bad officials are elected by good citizens who do not vote.........
                                               -GEORGE  JEAN  NATHAN

36. Honest differences are often a health sign of progress........

37. The only way to have a friend is to be one............

38. Goodness is the only investment that never fails...........
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41. Constant kindness can accomplish much. As the sun makes ice
     melt, kindness causes misunderstanding, mistrust, and
      hostility  to evaporate......            ALBERT  SCHWEITZER

42. Healthy responsibilit is defined as taking 100 percent responsi
     bility for yourself while inspiring others to take 100 percent
      responsibility........                              GAY  HENDRICKS

43. These are two type of person in this world some are user
      some are creator , thanks god I am creator ..........
                                                                           DR.AJAY  GUPTA

44. Nothing is easier than self-deceit. For what each man wishes,
      that he also believes to be true.....              DEMOSTHENES

45. If there is to be a human future, we must bring ourselves into
      balanced relationship with one another and the Earth.........
                                                                         DAVID  KORTEN

46. You don’t have to be great to get started but you have to get
      started to be great...............                             LES  BROWN
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47. If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do
      more and become more, you are a leader......
                                                             JOHN  QUINCY  ADAMS

48. You cannot dream yourself into a character, you must hammer
      and forge yourself one........                 JAMES  A. FROUDE

49. Opportunity is missed by most because it is dressed in overall
      and looks like work.......             THOMAS  ALVA  EDISON
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50. As we express our gratitude, we must never forget that the
     highest appreciation is not to utter words, but to live by them..
                                                                JOHN  F.  KENNEDY

51. Few thing help an individual more than to place responsibility
      upon him, and to let him know that you trust him.....
                                                     BOOKER  T.  WASHINGTON
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52. To live is the rarest thing in the world.Most people exist,that is
      all.........                                                     OSCAR  WILDE

53. By believing passionately in something that does not yet
      exist,we creat it............                 NIKOS  KAZANTZAKIS

54. The reward for work well done is the opportunity to be
       more.........                                                    JONAS  SALK

55. Love and kindness are never wasted. They alway make a
      difference. They bless the one who receives them, and they
       bless you, the giver.......             BARBARA  DE  ANGELIS

56. It is surprising what a man can do when he has to,and how little
      most men will do when they don’t have to......WATER  LINN

57. An optimist is the human personification of spring.........
                                                           SUSAN  J. BISSONETTE
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58. Love doesn’t make the world go ‘round; love is what makes
      the ride worthwhile.........                 FRANKLIN  P.  JONES

59. You really can change the world if you care enough......
                                               MARIAN  WRIGHT  EDELMAN

60. The greatest part of our happiness depends on our dispositons,
       not our circumstances.......          MARTHA  WASHINGTON

S
61. It is the tension between creativity and skepticism that has
      produced the stunning and unexpected findings of science....
                                                                     CARLIN SANGAN

62. The important thing in science is not so much to obtain new
      facts as to discover new ways of thinking about them......
                                                            SIR  WILLIAM  BRAGG

  63. Kind words do not cost much. Yet they accomplish much......
                                                                        BLAISE  PASCAL
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64. Nothing has such power to broaden the mind as the ability  to
     investigate systematically and truly all that comes under your
      observation in life......                       MARCUS  AURELIUS

65. The secret of success is constancy to purpose.......
                                                               BENJAMIN  DISRAELI

66. It is through science that we prove, but through intuition that
      we discover........                              JULES  H.  POINCARE

67. When I dare to be powerful, to use my strength in the service
      of my vision, then it becomes less and imporant whether i am
       afraid........                                                  AUDRE  LORDE

68. Remember there’s no such thing as a small act of kindness.
      Every act creates a ripple wtth no logical end.......
                                                                SCOTT  ADAMS
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69. Kindness can become Sits own motive. we are made kind by
      being kind........                                          ERIC  HOFFER

70. You cannot dream yourself into a character ; you must hammer
      and forget ourself one.......                    JAMES A . FROUDE

71. Those who bring sunshine into the lives of other, cannot keep it
      from themselves........                           JAMES M . BARRIE

72. If your heart acquires strength, you will be able to remove
     blemishes from others without thinking evil of them........
                                                        MOHANDAS  K . GANDHI

73. The price of greatness is responsibility..........
                                                            WINSTON CHURCHILL

74. Nothing is so strong as gentleness. Nothing is so gentle as real
      strength.......                                   FRANCES  DE  SALES
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      look so long and so regretfully upon the closed door, that we
      do not see the ones which open for us...........
                                               ALEXANDER  GRAHAM  BELL

76. Six essential qualites that are the key to success ; sincerity, per
     Sonal integrity, humility, courtesy, wisdom, charity........
                                                          WILLAM   MENNINGER

77. Leaders aren’t born they are made. And they are made just
     like anything else, through hard work .......
                                                                  VINCE LOMBARDI

78. Change will not come if we wait for some other person or
      some  other time. We are the ones we’ve been wating for. We
       are the change that we seek............     BARACK   OBAMA
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79. The manager accepts the status quo the leader challenges
      it.......                                                       WARREN  BENNIS

80. Intuition will tell the thinking mind where to look next......
                                                                             JONAS  SALK

    81. Genius is one percent inspiration and ninet - nine percent
           perspiration.......                      THOMAS  ALVA  EDISON

82. The truest greatness lies in being kind, the truest wisdom in a
       happy mind........                  ELLA  WHEELER  WILCOX

83. When you carry out acts of kindness you get a wonderful
     feeling inside. It is as though something inside your body
      responds and says,  yes, this is how I ought to feel......
                                                                 HAROLD  KUSHNER
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84. There is a single light of science, and to brighten it anywhere
      is to brighten it everywhere......                 ISAAC  ASIMOV

85. Kindness has converted more sinners than zeal, eloquence or
      learning.......                                 FREDERICK  W.  FABER

86. A life spent making mistakes is not only more honoreable, but
     more useful than a life spent doing nothing......
                                                     GEORGE  BERNARD  SHAW

87. We can throw stones, complain about them, stumble on them,
     climb over them, or build with them......
                                                      WILLIAM  ARTHUR  WARD

88. One important key to success is self - confidence. An
     important ke to self - confidence is preparation......
                                                                      ARTHUR   ASHE
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89. It is under the greatest adversity that there exists the greatest
     potential for doing good, both for oneself and others....
                                                                              DALAI  LAMA

90. The fear of becoming a ‘has - been’ keeps some people from
      becoming anything......                                  ERIC  HOFFER

91. I love to be alone. I never found the companion that was so
      companionable as solitude.....   HENRY  DAVID  THOREA

92. The price of greatness is responsibility...
                                                          WINSTON   CHURCHILL

93. You can easily judge the character of a man by how he treats
      those who can do nothing for him......
                               JOHANN  WOLFGANAG  VON  GOETHE

94. You yourself,as much as anybody in the entire universe,deserve
      your love and affection.......                                BUDDHA
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95. Laughing is a sensation of feeling good all over, and showing
      it principally in one spot........                     JOSH  BILLINGS

96. Science without religion is lame, religion without science is
       blind.........                                          ALBERT  EINSTEIN

97. I have no special talents. I am only passionately curious.........
                                                                  ALBERT  EINSTEIN

98. Just do bigger than your competitor to get satisfacion...........
                                                                        DR. AJAY GUPTA

99. Man is the only creature that consumes without producing.
     He does not give milk, he does not lay eggs, he is too weak to
     pull the plough, he cannot run fast enough to cath rabbits.....
                                                                    GEORGE  ORWELL

100. “I am’ is reportedly the shortest sentence in the English lan
        guage. Could it be that  ‘I do’ is the longest sentence ?”......
                                                                 GEORGE CARLIN

                                      WHAT MAKES YOUR
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101. “Many a small thing has been made largeby the right kind of
        advertising”..........                                  MARK  TWAIN

102. The roaring of the wind is my wife and the stars through the
          window pane are my children........           JOHN  KEALS

103. Kind words can be short and esay to speak but their echoes
        are truly endless.................                MOTHER  TERESA
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104. ‘Lately all my friends are worried that they are turning into
        their fathers. I’m worried that I’m not.’........   DAN  ZEVIN

105. “The aim of education should be to teach the child to think,
        not whst to think;.........                           JOHN  DEWEY

106. “The truth is rarely pureand never simple”............
                                                                         OSCAR  WILDE
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108. “To succeed in business, to reach the top, an individual
        must know all it is possible to know about that busnees.....
                                                                       J . PAUL  GETTY

109. ‘Happiness is not something you postpone for the future ; it is
        something you design for the present’........       JIM  ROH

110. Self - esteem is the prize awarded by you to you for playing by
       your own rules - in which case , you’d think it would be easier
        to come by ....................                        TERRY  ROSSIO

111. Happy is the man who find wisdom and under standing for
       the gain from it is better than gain from silver and profit better
        than gold.....                                               HOLY  BIBLE
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107. Many marriages would be better if the husband and the wife
        clearly understood that they are on the same side.........
                                                                                   ZIG  ZIGLA
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112. The best cure for worry, depression, melancholy, brooding,
       is to go deliberately forth and try to lift with one’s sympathy
         the gloom of somebody else........     ARNOLD  BENNETT

113. Rumour travels faster, but it don’t stay put as long as truth.
                                                                            WILL  ROGERS

114. We will either find a way, or make one........      HANNIBAL
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115. Everything you do can be done  better from a place of
        relaxation........                                       STEPHEN  C  PAUL

116. Life is lived in the present. yesterday is gone. Tomorrow is
        yet to be. Today is the miracle.......  DOROTHY   PARKER

117. Set peace of mind as your highest goal, and organise your
        life around it.......                                       BRIAN  TRACY



118. Seize everyday as an adventure and your spirit will soar
        when you discover the wonderful surprises life has to offer...
                                                                            SWAMI  RAMA

119. The gem cannot be polished without friction, nor man
         perfected without trials........         CHINESE  PROVERB

120. I feel that the greatest reward for doing is the opportunity
        to do more..............                                     JONAS  SALK
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121. Each time someone stands up for an ideal,or acts to improve
       the lot of others, or strikes out against injustice, he sends
        forth a tiny ripple of  hope...........  ROBERT F. KENNEDY

122. Everyone’s life is an object lesson to others..........
                                                                     KARL  G. MAESER

123. Be wiser than other people, if you can, but do not tell
        them  so.......                           LORD  CHESTERFIELD
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124. Credit buying is much like being drunk. The buzz happens
        immediately, and it gives you a lift .The hangover comes the
         day after ....................                DR. JOYCE  BROTHERS

125. There is no right time to do any wrong thing.............
                                                                      DR. AJAY  GUPTA

127. The true measure of a man is how he treats someone who can
        do him absolutely no good”.........        SAMUEL  JOHNSON

128. I’ve had a wonderful time, but this wasn’t it..........
                                                                    GROUCHO  MARX

129. People often say that motivation doesn’t last. Well, neither
        does bathing - that’s why we recommend it daily........
                                                                           ZIG   ZIIGLAR
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126. Nothing is never accomplished by a committee unless it
       consists of three members one of whom happens to be sick and
        the other  absent.................                          H. VAN  LOON



134. “All growth is a leep in the dark, a spontaneous unpremedi -
        tated act without the benefit of experience”...............
                                                                           HENRY MILLER
135. Brevity is the soul of wit...............

136. “Purchase not friends by gift ; when thou ceasest to give, such
        will cease to love”.........                      THOMAS  FULLER

137. “The safest course is to do nothing against one’s conscience.
       With this secret, we can enjoy life and have no fear from
        death”............                                         VOLTAIRE

                                                                                                 (28)

130. Beware of the young doctor and the old barber.............

131. It takes 10 minutes to lose a good repulation which it takes 10
        years to build...........

132. Men are born to succeed, not fail............

133. Discretion is not the better part of biography.............
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138. IT was courage, faith, endurance and a dogged determination
        to surmount all obstacles that built this bridge............
                                                                       JOHN J, WATSO

139. Within each of us is a hidden store of determination.
        Determination to keep us in the race when all seems lost......
                                                                      ROGER   DAWSON

140. All our dreams can come true - if we have the courage to
        pursue them.........                                         WALT  DISNEY

141. Victory goes to the player who makes the next-to-last
         mistake”...............                                  STARTAKOWER

142. Among all human constructions the only ones that aviod the
       dissolving hands of time are castles in the air..........
                                                   FREDERICO  DE  ROBERTO

143. Everything can be taken from a man but... the last of the hu
       man freedoms to choose one’s attitude in any given set of
        cricumstances, to choose one’s own way.......
                                                                   VICTOR  FRANKL
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144. Life’s challenges are not supposed to paralyze you, they’re
        supposed to help you discover who you are...............
                                             BERNICE  JOHNSON   REAGON

145. I do not feel obliged to believe that the same God who has
       endowed us with sense, reason, and intellect has intended us
        to forgot their use.........                      GALILEO  GALILEI

146. THERE is no chance, no destiny, no fast, that can hinder or
       control the firm resolve of a deter mined soul......
                                                  ELLA  WHEELER  WILCOX

147. YOU cannot shake hands with a clenched fist......
                                                                         INDIRA  GANDHI

148. IT WILL be found, that as the clergy are ; or are not what
       they ought to be, so are the rest of the nation.......
                                                                           JANE  AUSTEN

149. A man cannot be comfortable without his own approval.....
                                                                              MARK  TWAIN

150. Food is the most primitive form of comfort.......
                                                                      SHEILA  GRAHAM
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151. THE secret of concentration is the secret of self - discovery.
       You reach inside yourself to discover your personal
        resources, and what it takes to match them to the challenge...
                                                                      ARNOLD  PALMER

152. Enthusiasm is the genius of sincerity, and truth accomplishes
         no viclories without it........EDWARD  BULWER-LYTTON

153. ‘Make yourself necessary to someone’...........
                                               RALPH  WALDO  EMERSON

154. TO because successful in your life you not only need physical
        and mental power but social & spiritual power too.........
                                                                         DR. AJAY  GUPTA

155. BE nice to people on your way up because you meet them on
        your way down..........                        JIMMY  DURANTE
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156. To fall in love is easy, even to remain in it is not difficult ; our
       human loneliness is cause enough. But it is a hard quest worth
        making to find a comrade through whose steady presence one
        becomes steadily the person one desires to be’’...........
                                                       ANNA LOUISE  STRONG

157. Liberty is the only thing you can’t have unless you give it to
        others........                            WILLIAM   ALLEN  WHITE

158. “No one is wise or safe, but  they that are honest’’........
                                                             SIR  WALTER  RALEIGH

159. Science is organized knowledge, Wisdom is organized life.....
                                                                    IMMANUEL  KANT

160. I LEARNED that if ou want to make it bad enough, no
        matter how bad it is, you  can make it......  GALE  SAYERS
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 128.  THE secret of concentration is the secret of self - discovery.
        You reach inside yourself to discover your personal

                                                                                                  (33)

161. I have come to the conclusion that there is nothing good that
       doesn’t have bad consequences and nothing bad that doesn’t
        have good consequences..................          PETE  SEEGER

162. OLA GO confidently in the direction of your dreams. Live the

        life you’ve imagined..........              HENRY  THOREAU

163. I LEARNED that if you want to make it bad enough, no
        matter how bad it is, you can make it......    GALE  SAYERS

164. IT was courage, faith, endurance and a dogged determination
       to surmonth all obstacles that bulit this bridge.......
                                                                        JOHN  J  WATSON

165. DETERMINATION is the wake - up call to the human will....
                                                                  ANTHONY  ROBBINS

166. DETERMINATION gives you the resolve to keep going in
        spite of the roadbloks that lay before you........
                                                                        DENIS WAITLEY
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                                                                                                  167. To succeed, we must first believe that we can........
                                                                    MICHAEL   KORDA

(34)

168.  THE person who gets the farthest is generally the one who is
         willing to do and dare. The sure - thing boat never gest far
         from shore......                                      DALE  CARNEGIE

169. A ROCK pile ceases to be a rock pile the moment a single
       man contemplates it, bearing within him the image of a
        cathedral..........                                       SAINT EXUPERY

170.  Science and art belong to the whole world, and before them
        vanish the barriers of nationality.......
                                 JOHANN  WOLFGANG  VON  GOETHE

171. When one door of happiness closes, another opens; but often
           we look so long at the closed door that we do not see the

         which has been opened for us.......      HELEN  KELLER

172.  IF YOU want your life to be more rewarding, you have to
           change the way you think..........      OPRAH WINFREY
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173.  If THE  power to do hard work is not a skill, it’s the best
         possible substitute for it.............. JAMES A. GARFIELD

174.   HAPPINESS consists in activit. It is a running steam,not
          a stagnant pool..................            JOHN MASON GOOD

175.  It’s important not to indicate .People don’t try to show
           their feelings, they try to hide them......M SCOTT PECK

176. THE artist is a receptacle for emotions that come from all
        over the place; from the sky, from the earth, from a scrap
        of paper, from a passing shape, from a spider’s web.
                                                                VINCENT VAN GOGH

177. THERE is no chance, no destiny, no fast, that can hinder or
        control the firm resolve of a deter mined soul......
                                                         ELLA WHEELER WILCOX
178. Wisdom is knowing what to do next, skill is knowing how to
         do it, and virtue is doing it..........
                                                       DAVID STARR JORDAN
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180. THOSE who don’t understand determination call determina-
         tion stubbornness or too driven. To be determined is to see it

         through !.........                              CATHERINE PULSIFER

179.  YOU cannot shake hands with a clenched fist......
                                                                         INDIRA GANDHI

181. THE artist is nothing without the gift, but the gift is nothing
          without work...........                                     EMILE ZOLA
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182. All things may corrupt when minds are prone to evil..........
                                                                                              OVID

183. Truth is incontrovertible, malice may attack it and ignorance
        may deride it, but, in the end, there it is........
                                                        SIR  WINSTON CHURCHIL

184. I LEARNED that if you want to make it bad enough, no
        matter how bad it is, you can make it......... GALE SAYERS
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185. The most virtuous are those who content themselves with be
         ing virtuous without seeking to appear so........         PLATO

186. The time is always right to do what is right.........
                                                      MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR

187. PEOPLE demand freedom of speech to make up for the free
        dom of thought which they avoid.............
                                                           SOREN KIERKEGAARD

188. DETERMINATION gives you the resolve to keep going in
         spite of the roadblocks that lay before you............
                                                                          DENIS WAITLEY

189. IF you really want something, you can figure out how to make
        it happen.......                                                              CHER

190. Most people would rather be certain they’re miserable, than
        risk being happy..........                       ROBERT ANTHONY
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191.  All things come to him who waits - provided he know what
         he is waiting for.......                 WOODROW  T.  WILSON

192.  Everything comes gradually and at its appointed hour......
                                                                                             OVID

193.  Everything has its wonders, even darkness and silence, and I
         learn, whatever state I may be in, therein to be content......
                                                                       HELLEN  KELLER

194.  AS A general rule the most successful man in life is the man
         who has the best information....... BENJAMIN  DISRAELI

195.  ANGER is never without Reason, but seldom with a good
         one........                                      BENJAMIN   FRANKLIN

196.  IT’S  NOT enough that we do our best ;  sometimes we
         have to do what’s required........
                                                 SIR  WINSTON  CHURCHILLL
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197. THERE is no chance, no destiny, no fate, that can hinder or
         control the firm resolve of a determined soul...........
                                                        ELLA WHEELER WILCOX

198. IT was courage, faith, endurance and a dog determination to
       surmount all obstacles that built this bridge.........
                                                                       JOHN J . WATSON

199. HIS ignorance is encyclopedic..........             ABBA EBAN

200. I CAN write better than anybody who can write faster, and I
        can write faster than anybody who can write better..........
                                                                              A J LIEBLING

201. GIVE me a museum and I’ll fill it.......     PABLO PICASSO

202. ALWAYS bear in mind that your own resolution to succeed is
       more important than any one thing......
                                                                ABRAHAM LINCOLN
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203.  THE history of the world is but the biography of great men....
                                                                     THOMAS   CARLYE

204.  WHAT you cannot enforce, do not command.....
                                                                                 SOPHOCLES

205.  A LEADER is a deal in hope...NAPOLEON  BONAPARTE

206.  BRAVERY is the capacity to perform properly even when
          scared half to death.....                         OMAR  BRADLEY

207. GLORY is fleeting, but obscurity is forever..... NAPPLEON

208. ELECTRIC communication will never be a substitute for the
         face of someone who with their soul encourages another
         person to be brave and true......         CHARIES  DICKENS

209.  INTEGRITY  has   no need  of  rules............
                                                                ALBERT   CAMUS
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210. Bravery is beliveing in yourself, and that thing nobody can
         teach you .”............                         FRANKLIN P . JONES

211.  PERHAPS  the surest  test  of  an  individual’s  integrity
          is  his  refusal  to  do  or  say  anything   that  would
          damage  his   self-respect.......                    T.  MONSON

212.  IT  doesn’t matter  where  you  are  coming  from.  All
          that  matters  is  where  you   are  going.....
                                                                                BRIAN  TRACY

213.  I  LIKE  work; it  fascinates  me.  I can  sit  and  iook  at
          it  for  hours.........                                         JEROME  K.

214.  Achievement  of  your  happiness  is the  only moral
          purpose  of  your  life,  and  that  happiness  not  pain
          or  mindless  self  indulgence is  the  proof  of  your
          moral  integrity, since  it is  the  proof  and  the  result
           of   your   loyalty  to the  achievement  of  your
          values...........                                            AYN  RAND
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215. THERE   is  always  a  little  more  toothpaste   in  the
            tube.  Think  about  it.........             BILL   BRYSON

216.   WHEN  you  have  to  make  a  choice  and  don’t  make
           it, that  is  in  itself  a  choice.........

217. There is no need to pull the leg of other to go ahead just
         increase your speed.                                DR . AJAY GUPTA

218. YOU  see  things  that  are  and  say  ‘Why?’  But  I
           dream  of  things  that  never  were  and  say  ‘Why
           not?........                                            BERNARD   SHAW

219. MOTIVATION  will  almost  always  beat  mere  talent...
                                                    NORMAN   R.  AUGUSTINE

220. TWO  men  look  out  through  the  same  bars; one
           sees  the  mud  and  one  sees  the  stars..........
                                          FREDERICK   LANGBRIDGE
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221.  Everything is changing. People are taking their comedians
         seriously and the politicians as joke.....     WILL  ROGERS

222.  Thought For The Day ‘ We cannot defend freedom abroad by
         deserting it at home’.....              EDWARD  R.  MURROW

223.  Example is not the main thing in influencing others. It is the
         only thing.......                                 ALBERT  SCHWEITZ

224.  Alone we can do so little ; together we can do so much.......
                                                                          HELEN KELLER
225.  Before trying to keep up with the Joneses, be sure they are
          not tring to keep up with you.........     ERMA  BOMBECK

226.  ‘Five great enemies to peace inhabit with us : avarice,
          ambition, envy, anger, and pride, If those enemies were to be
         banished, we should infallibly  enjoy perpetual peace.’......
                                                                                     PETRACH
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227.To live a creative life, we must lose our fear of being wrong...
                                                     JOSEPH CHILTON PEARCE

228. To succeed is nothing, it’s an accident. but to feel no doubts
        about oneself is something very different : it is character........
                                                                           MARIE LENERU

229. People with courage and character always seem sinister to the
        rest......                                                    HERMANN HESSE

230. TRY not to be a person of success. But rather a person of
        value.....                                                               UNKNOWN

231. UNLESS a man undertakes more than he possibly can do, he
        will never do all that he can......       HENRY DRUMMOND

232. THEY may forget what you said, but they will never forget
        how you make them feel........                CAROL BUCHNER
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233. DREAMS that do come true can be as unsettling as those that
       don’t......                                                       BRETT BUTLER

234. A BONE to the dog is not charity. Charity is the bone shared
        with the dog, when you are just as hungry as the dog......
                                                                             JACK LONDON

235. THINGS don’t fall a part. Things hold. Lines connect in thin
        ways that last and last and lives become generations made out
         of pictures and words just kept......      LUCILLE CLIFTON

236. NOBODY makes a greater mistake than he who does nothing
       because he could only do a little......         EDMUND BURKE

237. You cannot have a proud and chivalrous spirit if your
          conduct is mean and paltry; for whatever a man’s actions
          are, such must be his spirit.......                DEMOSTHENES

238. IT is much easier to be critical than to be correct.......
                                                                 BENJAMIN  DISRAELI

                                                                                                 (45)
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239. People don’t talk to people anymore they talk only to their
         phones........                                                JUG  SURAIYA

240. The only thing that interferes with my  leaming is my
         education........                                   ALBERT   EINSTEIN

241.  I  say that jusrice is truth in action........
                                                              BENJAMIN   DISRAELI

242.  Men of age object too much consult too long adventure too
         little.........                                           DALE   CARNEGIE
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243. A LEADER is a deal in hope....   NAPOLEON BONAPRTE

244. TWO men look out through the same bars; One sees the mud
        and one sees the stars.....       FREDERICK LANGBRIDGE

245. HUMAN beings by changing the inner attitudes of their
        minds, can change the outer aspects of their lives....
                                                                        WILLIAM JAMES
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246. A man cannot be comfortable without his own approval.”........
                                                                                MARK TWAIN

247. No one is satisfied with his fortune, nor dissatisfied with his
        intellect”.......                ANTOINETTE DESHOULIERES

248. “Whatever satisfies the soul is truth”......  WALT WHITMAN

249. A lost battle is a battle one thinks one has lost....
                                                                     FERDINAND FOCH

250.THERE is always another chance .This thing called ‘failure’ is
       not failling down, but staying down......  PICKFORD MARY

251. TO avid criticism do nothing, say nothing, be nothing............
                                                                       ELBERT HUBBARD

252. THERE are two mistakes one can make along the road to
        truth-  not going all the way and not starting........  BUDDHA

253. TO love another person is to see the face of God........
                                                                         VICTOE HUGO
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254. GLORY is like a circle in the water, which never ceaseth to
        enlarge itself, till by board spreading it disperses to naught......
                                                          WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

255. TO see a world in a grain of sand, and a heaven in a wild
        flower, hold infinity in the palm of your hand, and eternity in
         an hour ........                                        WILLIAM BLAKEG

256. DO NOT look where you fell, but where you slipped..........
                                                                    AFRICAN PROVERB

257. IT is easier to lead men to combat, stirring up their passion,
        than to restrain them and direct them toward the patient
        labours of peace.......                                        ANDRE GIDE

258. DO not follow where the path may lead. Go instead where
       there is no path and leave a trail.......
                                                          HAROLD R. MCALINDON

259.  PRAYER is not asking person is to see the of god......
                                                                    MAHATMA  GANDHI
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260. An intellectual is a person whose mind watches itself.......
                                                                        ALBERT CAMUS
261. Equal opportunity means everyone will have a fair chance at
         being incompetent...............

262.  DUTY makes us do thing well, but love makes us do them
         beautifully........                                              ZIG  ZIGLAR

263.The work goes on,the cause endures, the hope still lives and
       the dreams shall never die......     EDWARD  KENNEDY

264.Patience and perseverance have a magical effect before which
      diffculties disappear and obstactacles vanish..........
                                                             JOHN  QUINCY ADAMS
265. we have learned to fly the air like birds and swim the sea like
       fish, but we have not learned the simple art of living together
          as brothers................

266. In the truest sense, freedom cannot be bestowed; it must be
         achieved.............
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267. LIFE is either a daring adventure or nothing......
                                                                      HELLEN  KELLER

268. BETTER fare hard with good men than feast it with  bad.......
                                                                           THOMAS PAINE

269. FOR everything you have missed, you have gained something
        else, and for everything you gain, you  lose something
        else.........                                                RALPH EMERSON

270. GOD loves us and believes in us and has done and will do
        anthing he can to help us, but he will not  impose on our free
         agency..........                                     MARION D. HANKS

271. LET us go forh to lead the land we love,asking His blessing
        and His help, but knowing that hereon earth God’s work must
          truly be our own..........                          JOHN KENNEDY
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272. WITH regard to excellence, it is not enough to know, but we
         must try to have and use it......                           ARISTOTLE

273. IT IS curious that physical courage should be so common in
        the world and moral courage so rare.......       MARK TWAIN

274. A HERO is no braver than an ordinary man, but he is braver
        five minutes longer.....            RALPH WALDO EMERSON

275. MEDIOCRITY knows nothing higher than itself, but talent
      instantly recognizes genius..SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE

276. FOR every failure, there’s an alternative course of action. You
        just have to find it. When you come to a roadblock, take a
        detour........                                                  MARY KAY ASH

277. IN THE attitude of silence the soul finds the path in a clearer
       light, and what is elusive and deceptive resolves itself into
       crystal clearness. Our life is a long and arduous quest after
        truth.........                                          MAHATMA GANDHI
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278. SUCCESS is going from failure to failure without losing your
        enthusiasm........                           WINSTON CHURCHILL

279. IF have lost confidence in myself, I have the universe against
        me...........                               RALPH WALDO EMERSON

280. PROBLEMS cannot be solved by thinking within the frame
        work in which they were created......   ALBERT EINSTEIN

281. I DONT know the key to success, but the ke to failure is try
        ing to please everybody......                              BILL COSBY

282. A MAN can fail many times, but he isn’t a failure until he
        begins to blame somebody else....      JHON BURROUGHS

283. THE greater our innocence, the greater our strength and the
          swifter our victory’’......                  MAHATMA GANDHI

284. INNOCENCE dwells with wisdom, but never with igno
         rance.......                                              WILLIAM BLAKE

285. LIFE shrinks or expands in proportion to one’s courage........
                                                                                    ANAIS NIN
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286. DON’T wait for extra ordinary circumstance to do good; try
        to use ordinary situations......            CHARLES  RICHTER

287. DO WHAT you can, with what you have, where you are.....
                                                        THEODORE  ROOSEVELT

288. TOO many people are thinking of securty instead of
       opportunity. They seem more afraid of life than death...
                                                                        JAMS  F. BYRNES

289. THE pessimist sees difficulty in every opportunity. The
        optimist  sees the opportunity in every difficulty......
                                                              WINSTON CHURCHILL

290. I ALWAYS tried to turn every disaster into an opportunity.......
                                                   JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER, JR.

291. ACCEPT yourself as you are. Otherwise you will never see
       opportunity. You will not feel free to move toward it; you will
        feel you are not deserving.......       MAXWELL MALTZ
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292. IF YOU view all the things that happen to you, both good and
        bad, as opportunities, then you operate out of a higher level of
          consciousness........                                         LES BROWN

293. A MEDIOCRE idea that generates enthusiasm will go further
        than a great idea that inspires no one........ MARY KAY ASH

294. KNOWLEGE is power, but enthusiasm pulls the switch........
                                                                                 IVERN BALL

295. THAT some achieve great success, is proof to all that others
         can achieve it as well..........              ABRAHAM LINCOIN

296. MOTIVATION is a fire from within. If someone else tries to
       light that fire under you, chances are it will burn very briefty...
                                                                    STEPHEN R. COVEY

297. THE will to persevere is often the difference between failure
         and success......                                       DAVID SARNOFF
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298. TRY not to do too many things at once. Know what you want,
         the number one thing today and tomorrow. Peserve and get
          it done.......                                                            G. ALLEN

299. A DAY will never be anymore than what you  make of  it
        Practice being a “door”.......                          JOSH S. HINDS

300. YOU are what you think about all day long..........
                                                             DR. ROBERT SCHULLER

301. YOU can have everything in life you want if you’ll just help
         enough other people to get what they want...   ZIG ZIGLAR

302. WHENEVER you do a thing, act as if all the world were
         watching.......                                   THOMAS JEFFERSON

303. KEEP your business affairs in your own hands. It’s the only
         way to be happy..........             MARTHA WASHINGTON
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304. PICTURE in your mind a sense of personal destiny..........
                                                                              WAYNE OATES

305. WE cannot truly face life until we face the fact that it will be
          taken away from us...........                       BILLY GRAHAM

306. I WILL not condemn you for what you did yesterday, If you
        do it right today.............                        SHELDON S. MAYE

307. DON’T ask for an easier life; ask to be a stronger person......
                                                                      KRISTEN GOESER

308. YOU’VE got to get up every morning with determination if
        you’re going to go to bed with satisfaction......
                                                  GEORGE HORACE LORIMER

309.  IF YOU once turn on your side after the hour at which you
         ought to rise, it is all over. bolt up at once.....
                                                                  SIR WALTER SCOTT

310. NOTHING happens until I make it happen.........
                                                                         SCOTT WILSON

                                                                                                 (56)
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311.  IN MY experience, there is only one motivation, and that is
         desire. No reasons or principle contain it or stand against
          it............                                                    JANE  SMILEY

312.  PEOPLE who are unable to motivate themselves must be
        content with mediocrity, no matter how impressive their other
          talents.............                                  ANDREW CARNEGIE

313. BE MISERABLE. Or motivate yourself. Whatever has to be
        done, it’s always your choice........                 WAYNE DYER

314. PEOPLE become really quite remarkable when they start
       thinking that they can do things. When they believe in them
        selves they have the first secret of success......
                                                     NORMAN VINCENT PEALE

315. WATER continually dropping will wear hard rocks hollow.......
                                                                                    PLUTARCH

316. THE nobler a man, the harder it is for him to suspect inferior
         ity in others........                 MARCUS TULLIUS CICERO
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317. THE ultimate measure of a man is not where he stands in mo
         ments of comfort and convenience, but where he stands at
         times of challenge and controversy...........
                                                           MARTIN LUTHER KING

318. WHAT lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters
        compared to what lies with in us......OLIVER W HOLMES

319. WHEN written in Chinese, the word ‘crisis’ is composed of
         two characters-one represents danger, and the other repre
         sents opportunity.........                         JOHN F. KENNEDY

320. OPPORTUNITIES are usually disguised as hard work, so
        most people don’t recognize them..........     ANN LANDERS

321. IT is no disgrace to start all over. It is usually an
         opportunity..........            GEORGE MATTHEW ADAMS

322. A WISE man will make more opportunities than he finds.......
                                                                       FRANCIS BACON
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323. THE consciousness of loveing and being loved brings a
        warmth and richness to life that nothing else can bring.....
                                                                               OSCAR WILDE

324. LIFE is either a daring adventure or nothing. security is
         mostly a superstition. It does not extst in nature..........
                                                                          HELEN KELLER

325. IF YOU want to get some where you have to know where you
        want to go and how to get there. Then never, never, never
         give up...........               NORMAN VINCENT PEALE

326. A  JUG fills drop by drop.........                                BUDDHA

327. I’M PROOF that great things can happen to ordinary people if
        they work hard and never give up.........   OREL HERHISER

328. THE art of getting someone else to do something you want
         done because he wants to do it................
                                                        DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER

329. SMALL opportunities are often the beginning of great
       enterprises.........                                  DEMMOSTHENES

                                                                                                  (59)
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  330. DOST thou love life ? Then do not squander time, for that is
         the stuff life is made of..........       BENJAMIN FRANKLIN

3
  331. THE difference between perseverance and obstinacy is: that
        one often comes from a strong will, and the other from a
         strong won;t..........                    HENRY WARD BEECHER

3
  332. NOW a days some people expect the door of opportunity to
        be opened with a remote control............
                                                           M. CHARLES WHEELER

3

  333. THERE can be no success without commitment...........
                                                                     MARY MORRISSEY

3
  334.  ACCEPT yourself as you are. Otherwise you will never see
          opportunity. You will not feel free to move toward it ; you
           will feel you are not deserving..........  MAXWELL MALTZ

3
  335. IF OPPORTUNITY doesn’t knock, build a door...........
                                                                           MILTON BERLE
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336. SUCCESS is a consequence and must not be a goal.........
                                                                 GUSTAVE FLAUBERT

337. TO TRAVEL hopefully is a better thing than to arrive, and the
         true success is to labor.... ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON

338. WHEN I get go of what I am, I become what I might be..........
                                                                                       LAO TZU

339. IF YOU want to make life easy, make it hard.............
                                                         JOHANN W VON GOETHE

340. THE first step to becoming is to will it...............
                                                                        MOTHER TERESA

341. IF you can imagine it you can creat it. If you can dream it,
        you can become it..........        WARD, WILLIAM  ARTHUR

342. MAGIC has often been thought of us the art of making
       dreams come true; the art of realizing visions. Yet before we
       can bring birth to the vision we have to see it.........
                                                                                  STARHAWK
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343. HAPPINESS lies in the joy of achievement and the thrill of
         creative effort............            FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT

344. DREAMS come true; without that possibility, nature would
        not incite us to have them........                   JOHN UPDIKE

345. SUCCESS is the sum of small efforts, repeated day in and day
        out.............                                          ROBERT COLLIER

346. In the middle of difficulty lies opportunity.........
                                                                   ALBERT EINSTEIN

347.  SUCCESS is not the key to happiness. Happiness is the key
         to success. if you love what you are doing, you will be
           successful........                          ALBERT  SCHWEITZER

348.  Men take only their needs into consideration, never their
         abilities...........                        NAPOLEON  BONAPARTE

349.  Opportunity is missed by most people because it looks like
          work............                                   THOMAS  EDISON
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350. LIVE out your imagination, not your history.......
                                                                              OG MANDION

351. WE ARE each of us angels, with only one wing. We can only
         fly by embracing each other.........
                                                      LUCIANO  DE  CRESCENZO

352. THERE are always flowers for those who want to see them.....
                                                                          HENRI  MATISSE

353. ALWAYS begin with the end in mind........  BRAIN  TRACY

354.  TAKE chances. When rowing forward, the boat may rock.....
                                                                   CHINESE  PROVERB

355.  BETTER to do something imperfectly than to do nothing
         flawlessly........                            ROBERT  H  SCHULLER

356.  THE important thing is not to stop questioning..........
                                                                    ALBERT  EINSTEIN

357.  ACTION is the real measure of intelligence.........
                                                                    BRAIN  TRACY
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358.  LOOSERS visualize the penalties of failure and winners
          visualize the rewards of success............     ROD  GILBERT

359.  We know nothing about motivation. All we can do is write
          books about it..........                        PETER   F  DRUCKER

360.  DESTINY is not a matter of chance, it is a matter of choice;
        it is not a thing to be waited for, it is a thing to be achieved.....
                                                                     WILLIAM  J  BRYAN

361.  LOVE what you do. Do what you love........WAYNE  DYER

362.  I FIND that the harder  I work, the more luck I seem to
          have.........                                    THOMAS  JEFFERSON

363.  IN the End, we will remember not the words of our enemies,
          but the silence of our friends............
                                                  MARTIN  LUTHER   KING  JR

364.  DON’T stay in bed, unless you can make money in bed......
                                                                        GEORGE  BURNS
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365.  PROBLEMS worthy of attack prove their worth by fighting
          back.............                                               PAUL   ERDOS

366.  LOOK for good in every person and every situation. You’ll
         almost always find it............                      BRAIN  TRACY

367.LOOSERS visualize the penalties of failure and winners
       visualize the rewards of success.........           ROD GILBERT

368. THE indispensable first step to getting the things you want
        out of life is this; decide what you want......      BEN STEIN

369. THERE would be nothing to frighten you if you refused to be
         afraid.........                                                          GANDHI

370. EXCELLENCE is not a destination, it is a countinous never-
        ending journey.........                                     OG MANDINO

371. ACTION is the real measure of intelligence..........
                                                                           BRAIN TRACY
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372. EXCELLENCE is not a destination, it is a continuous journey
        that never ends............                                  BRAIN TRACY

373. SUCCESS is a science; if you have the conditions, you get the
         result...........                                             OSCAR WILDE

374. VISUALIZE this thing you want. See it ,feel it, believe in it.
       Make your mental blueprint and begin..ROBERT COLLIER

375. HAPPINESS is more a state of health than of weath......
                                                                         FRANK TYGER

376. Happiness is a perfume you cannot pour on others without
        getting a few drops on your-self....
                                                     RALPH WALGO EMERSON

377. Happiness is not a destination . It is a method of life........
                                                                         BUTTON HILLS

378. MEN are born to succeed, not fail........
                                                       HENRY DAVID THOREAU
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379. It takes 20 years to make an overnight success.........
                                                                        EDDIE CANTOR

380. That some achieve great success, is proof to all that others can
        achieve it as well.........                    ABRAHAM LINCOLN

381. Nothing happens until I make it happen.........
                                                                        SCOTT WILSON

382. All our dreams can come true-if we have the courage to pur
        sue them...........                                           WALT DISNEY

383. Success is never wondering what if.........
                                                                  KARRIE HUFFMAN

384. Success is the sum of small efforts, repeated day in and day
        out...........                                              ROBERT COLLIER

385.It’s not what happens to you. It’s what you do about it.........
                                                                              W. MITCHELL
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386. Experience is simply the name we give our mistakes.............
                                                                              OSCAR WILD

387. Imagination rules the world.... NAPOLEON BONAPARTE

386. Humor is mankind’s greatest blessing......   MARK TWAIN

388. Success usually comes to those who are too busy to be look
        ing for it............                      HENRY DAVID THOREAU

389. LEARN and grow..............                   RALPH MARSTON

390.  NOT by age but by capacity is wisdom acquired.........
                                                    TITUS  MACCIUS  PLAUTUS

391.  The wisest mind has some thing yet to learn............
                                                               GEROGE  SANTAYANA

392.  I AM  a slow walker, but i never walk backwards..........
                                                               ABRAHAM  LINCOLN

393.  DO NOT fear mistakes there are none............
                                                                      DAVIS  MILES
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394.  THERE is no security on this earth, there is only
           opportunity..............            DOUGLAS  MAC  ARTHUR

395.  OPPORTUNITY is missed by most people because it is
          dressed in overalls and looks like work.........
                                                                       THOMAS EDISON

396. TOO many people are thinking of securty instead of
        opportunity........                                    JAMES F BYRNES

397. LEARN to smile at every sitution. See it as an opportunity to
        prove your strength and ability.........               JOE BROWN

398. ILLUSION is the first of all pleasures......  OSCAR WILDE

399. YOU know who you are and you know what you want......
                                                                                      LAO-TZU

400. SOME people see things as they are and say”Why” I dream
        things that never were and say “Whynot”........
                                                    GEORGE BERNARD SHAW
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401.  IF YOU have the courage to begin, you have the courage to
           succeed...........                                       DAVID  VISCOTT

402.  I don’t measure a man ‘s success by how high he climbs but
          how high bounces when he hits bottom...........
                                                                        GEORGE  PATTON

403.  TENDERNESS and kindness are not signs of weakness and
         despar, but mani festations of strength and resolutions..........
                                                                         KAHLIL  GIBRAN

404.  WITH one day’s reading a man may have the key in his
           hands..........                                                 EZRA  POUND

405.  WHEN you‘re through changing, you‘re through..........
                                                                          BRUCE  BARTON

406.  OPTIMISM is the faith that leads to achievement. Nothing
          can be done without hope and confidence.............
                                                                         HELEN  KELLER

407.  THE best is yet to be........
                                                                BROWNING  ROBERT
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408. DISCOVERY consists in seeing what everybody has seen and
         thinking what nobody has thought..........
                                             ALBERT VON SZENT-GYORGYI

409. I HAVE nothing to declare except my genius.........
                                                                           OSCAR WILDE

410. WHATEVER the mind can conceive and believe, the mind
          can achieve.........                                 NAPOLEON HILL

411. UNDERSTANDING is a kind of ecstasy..... CARL SAGAN

412. A TRUE friend stabs you in the front.....    OSCAR WILDE

413. YOU know who you are and you know what you want.....
                                                                                      LAO-TZU

414. SHUN idleness. It is a rust that attacges itself to the most
        brilliant of metals........                                        VOLTAIRE

415. A CLEVER man commits no minor blunders....    GOETHE
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416. DON’T measure yourself by what you have accomplished,
        but by what you should have accomplished with your
        ability.....                                                     JOHN WOODEN

417. THERE is only one success to be able to spend your life in
        your own way........                    CHRISTOPHER MORLEY

418. IT’S faith in something and enthusiasm for something that
       makes life worth living... OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES,J

419. THE most terrifying thing is to accept oneself completely.....
                                                                                    JUNG, CARL

420. IN ALL matters of opinion, our adversaries are insane........
                                                                               OSCAR WILDE

421. SOMETIMES we stare so long at a door that is closing, that
        we see too lato tho one that is open......       GRAHAM BELL

422. KNOWLEDGE speaks,but wisdom listens.. JIMI HENDRIX

                                                                                                (72)
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423. ADVERSITY has the effect of eliciting talents which, in pros
       perous circumstances, have lain dormant.....          HORACE

424. LIFE is hard by the yard; by the inch it;s a cinch.......
                                                                                J. MAURUS

425. LIFE is a mirror. When you smile at it, it is charming and
        when you frown at it, it is a sinister. It is what you are and not
        what you see.........                          AUTHOR UNKNOWN

426. EACH one of us is invincible until the day we are proven
        wrong.......                              TRISTAN RHYS-TAYLOR

427. REVENGE is a kind of wild justice; which the more man’s
        nature runs to Sir Francis Bacon the more ought law to weed
         it out........

428. TO love oneself is the beginning of a life long romance.......
                                                                             OSCAR WILDE
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429. THE power of accurate observation is frequently called
        cynicism by those who don’t have it........
                                                      GEORGE BERNARD SHAW

430. NOT everything that can be counted counts, and not every
       thing that counts can be counted...... ALBERT EINSTEIN

431. MANY wealthy people are little more than janitors of their
        possessions?.........                   FRANK  LOYD  WRIGHT

432. “It is the surmounting of difficulties that makes heroes”.....
                                                                   LOUIS KOSSUTH

433. “Success is a great deodorant. It takes aways all your past
         smells”..........                                 ELIZABETH TAYLOR

434. It is never too late to become what you might have become”...
                                                                           GEORGE ELIOT

435. Forgive many things in others; nothing in yourself”.........
                                                                                 AUSONIUS
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436. “The man who has no imagination has no wings”...........
                                                                       MUHAMMAD ALI

437. “The fragrance always stays in the hand that gives the rose”....
                                                                               HADA BEJAR

438. The art of being wise is knowing what to overlook..........
                                                                      WILLIAM  JAMES

439.  If  you are not big enough to lose, you  are not big enough to
           win...............                                    WALTER   REUTHER

440.  All life is an experiment. The more experiments you make
          the better............              RALPH  WALDO  EMERSON

441.  The breaking of a wave cannot explain the whole sea..........
                                                            VLADIMIR  NABOKOV

442.  Act as if what you do makes a difference. It does..........
                                                                    WILLIAM  JAMES
443.  The entire fruit is already present in the seed...........
                                                                            TERTULLIAN
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444. Finding the right work is like discovering your own soul in
         the world................                             THOMAS  MOORE

445. Keep laughing. As long as you’re laughing you still have
        hope...........                                              MOE  HOWARD

446. They cannot take away our self respect if we do not give it to
         them.............                                   MAHATMA  GANDHI

447. Difficulties strengthen the mind, as well as labour does the
        body.............                                                         SENECA

448. To be upset over what you what you don’t have is to waste
        what you do have................                       KEN  S  KEYES

449. It is wise to keep in mind that neither success or failure is
        ever final...........                                     ROGER  BABSON

450. The finest steel has to go through the hottest fire..........
                                                                 JOHN  N  MITCHELL

451. Nobody can prevent you from choosing to be exceptional....
                                                                      MARK  SANBORN
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452. Happiness depends on what you can give, Not what you can
        get............                                      MAHATMA   GANDHI

453. Learning withut thought is labour lost, thought without
         learning is perilous............                            CONFUCIUS

454. Just do bigger than your competitor to get satisfaction.
                                                                                  Dr. Ajay Gupta

455. There’s much to be gained from toilet pickings as from picking
         on toilets..............                                BACHI  KARKARIA

456. It is the surmounting of difficulties that makes heroes...........
                                                                       LOUIS  KOSSUTH

457. Success is a great deodorant, It takes away all your past
        smells.............                               ELIZABETH  TAYLOR

458. It is never too late to become what you might have become....
                                                                       GEORGE  ELIOT
459. Make the most of yourself, for that is all there is of you..........
                                            RALPH  WALDO  EMERSON
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460.  If you want to see what children can do, you must stop giving
          them things...............

461. Always bear in mind that your own resolution to suceed is
       more important that that any other one thing........
                                                               ABRAHAM  LINCOLN

462. To follow, without halt, one aim; There’s the secret of
          success.........

463. To find what you seek in the road of life, the best proverb of
       all is that which says : Leave no stone unturned......................
                                                   EDWARD  BULWER  LYTTON

464. Adaptabilit is not imitation. It means power of resistance and
       assimilation........

465. Some people see things as they are, and ask, “why?” I dare to
        dream of things that never were, and ask-”Why not?”..........
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466. Alone we can do so little ; together we can do so much.......
                                                                          HELEN KELLER
467.To know how to dispense with things is to possess them........

468. The way you manage your time determines your success or
         failure...........

469. When we don’t put the brakes on our self-absorption, we have
        nothing stopping us from total self-absorption...........
                               ZEENA  SCHRECK, AMERICAN  ARTIST

470. Everything you can imagine is real..........

471. Everyhing has its beauty but not everyone aees it...........

472.He who lives without discipline dies without honor.................

473. Of those who sa nothing, few are silent...........

474.Before trying to keep up with the Joneses, be sure they are
          not tring to keep up with you.........     ERMA  BOMBECK
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475. Five great enemies to peace inhabit with us : avarice,
          ambition, envy, anger, and pride, If those enemies were to be
         banished, we should infallibly  enjoy perpetual peace.’......
                                                                                     PETRACH

476. Success is the sum of small efforts, repeated day in and day
          out...........

477. Man is the artificer of his own happiness.............

478. Men are born to succeed, not fail...........

479. A cup is useful ony when it is empty.............

480. The first half of our lives is ruined by our parents, and the
         second half by our children..................

481. When work is pleasure, life is a joy..............

482. The wisest men follow their own direction.............

483.  How one can believe in the collective wisdom of  individual
          ignora............
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484. Wheresoever you go, go with all your heart............

485. I am not young enough to know everything.............

486. There is nothing more dreadful than imagination without
          taste..........

487. You can’t put democracy and freedom back into a box.........

488. Big thinking precedes great achievement.................

489. Every man is the builder of a temple called his body...........

490. How we spend our days is, of course, how we spend our
         lives..........

491. To accomplish great things, we must not only act, but also
         dream; not only plan, but also believe.............

492. Suspicion always haunts the guilty mind..............
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493.Science without religion is lame, religion wuthout science is
        blind..................                                 ALBERT  EINSTEIN

494.I have think of the future-it comes soon enough............
                                                                   ALBERT  EINSTEIN

495.A smooth sea never made a skilful mariner....................
                                                                 ENGLISH  PROVERB

496.The brain is a wonderful organ it starts  working the moment
        you get up in the morning and dose not stop until you get into
         the  office....................                                          ROBERT
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497.When you have nothing to say, say nothing............
                                                  CHARLES  CALEB  COLTON

498.  I  hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I
         understand...............                                   CONTUCIUS

499. Our greatest glory is not in never falling but in rising every
        time we fall.............                                    CONFUCIUS
 
500. Dream as if you’ll live forever. Live as if you’ll die
        tomorrow..........                                    JAMES  DEAN

                                                                             (82)
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501. Wheresoever you go, go with all your heart............

502. Honest disagreement is often a good sign of progress..............

503. An eye for an eye makes the whole world blind...............

504. Change your thoughts and you change your world...............

505. Content makes poor men rich; discontentment makes rich
         men poor..............

506. Dreams pass into the reality of action. From the actions stems
        the dream again; and this interdependence produces the
          highest from of living.................

507. When the eagles are silent, the parrots begin to jabber...........

508. When everyone is against you, it means that you are
          absolutely wrong-or absolutely right................

509. Life is a long lesson in humility.....................
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510. Music washes away from the soul the dust of everyday l
         ife..........

511. Science withes religion is lame, relion without science is
          blind............

512. Imagination is more important than knowledge.............

513. Beliefs arewhat divide people. Doubt unites them...........

514. A friend is a second self................

515. The only wealth in this world is children, more than all the
          money, power on earth..................

516. Morality, like art, means drawing a line someplace.............

517. Content makes poor men rich; discontentment makes rich
          men poor...............

518. The most beautiful experience we can have is the
           mysterious..............
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519. Under capitalism, man exploits man. Under communism, it’s j
          ust the opposite............

520. Study the past if you would define the future...............

521. The basis of a  democratic state isliberty........................

522. It is when we forget ourselves that we do things that are
          remembered.................

523. Seriousness is the only refuge of the shallow............

524.The best political community is formed by citizens of the
         middle class...........

525. Anger is never without Reason, but seldom with a good
         One...........

526. The great aim of education is not knowledge but action.........
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527. Glass, china, and reputation are easily cracked, and never well
          mended.............

528. Possession is eleven points in the law..............

529. To climb steep hills requires a slow pace at first...................

530. Everywhere is walking distance if you have the time...............

531. It is no measure of health to be well adjusted to a profoundly
         sick society..................

532. A countryman between two lawyers is like a fish between two
          cats.................

533. Every generation laughs at the old fashions, but follows reli
          giously the new.................

534. Misfortune shows those who are not really friends................

535. Mistrust those in whom the urge to punish is strong...........
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536. If wisdom is not achieved after experience, then a house is not
        made on a foundation. A total waste.............

537. If you are too smart to pay the doctor, you had better be too
         smart to get ill. ~African proverb..............

538. Morality, like art, means drawing a line somepeoplace............

539. True strength lies in sbmission which permits one to dedicate
       his life, through devotion, to something beyond himself......
                                                                        HENRY  MILLER

540.  Suspicion always haunts the guilty mind..............

541. Always write angry letters to your enemies, Never mail
         them...............

542.Wisdom outweighs any wealth...............

543. Men are born to succeed, not fail.....................

544.Success depends upon previous preparation, and without such
        preparation there is such to be failure........
                                                                            CONFUCIUS
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546. Life is a foreign language; all men mispronounce it...........

547. A government big enough to give you everything you want is
        big enough to take everything you have.............

548. Life is like a book we can either study it or let it gather dust
         on the shelves.............

549. Spend at least an your a day with just yourself.................

550. The mind acts like an enemy for those who do not control it....

551. Truth is such a rare thing, it is delightful to tell it............

552. Friends are thieves of time...............
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553. Never tell me the sky’s the limit when there are footprints on
          the moon............

554. What you are is God’s gift to you , what you make of yourself
          is your gift to God............

555. “Everything is okay in the end, if it ‘s not ok, then it’s not the
          end”..............

556.  Always be a first - rate version of your self , instead of a
         second - rate  version of some - body else................

557. Every great achievement was once considered impossible.......

558.  If you look for the bad in people expecting to find it , you
           surely will...............

559. The greatest pleasure in life is doing what people say you
          cannot do..............

560. A wise man will make more opportunities than he finds.........
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561.  A man busy in revenge, keeps hiss own wounds green......

562. Stupidity has knack of getting its way.................

563. Honesty has no need of rules..........

564. I will never be an old man. To me, old age is always 15 year
         older than i am..............

565. Friendship increases in visiting friends, but in visiting them
          seldom.............

566. You cannot escape the responsibility of tomorrow by
        everything  it today.................

567.  Let us never negotiiate out of fear. but let us never fear to
           negotiat.............
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568. An eye for an eye, and whole world would  be blind...........

569. The great end of life is not knowledge but action...........

570. Life is life - whether in a cat,  or dog or man. there is no
        differnce there between a cat or a man. The idea of difference
          is a human conception for man’s own advantage...........

571. Money is like manure, of ver little use except it be spread.......

572. People are convinced of your arguments, your sincerit, and
          the seriousness of your efforts only by your death............

573. You are forgiven for your happiness and your successes only
        if you generously consent to share them...........

574. And ever has it been known that love knons not its own depth
         until the hour of sparation..............

575. Your friend is your needs answered......................
   .
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576. Leadership and learning are indispensable to each other.........

577. As a small businessperson, you have no greater leverage than
          the truth..............

578. If a free society cannot help the many who are poor, it cannot
          save the few who are rich..............

579. A man may die, nations may rise and fall, but an idea lives
          on...............

580. Man is sent into the world to perform his duty even at the cost
         of his life.............

581. If  had eight hours to hop down a tree, I’d spend six hours
         sharpening my axe..............

582. By working faithfully eight hours a day you may eventually
         get to be boss and work twelve hours a day...................
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583. No man has a good enough memory to be a successful liar......

584. If we cannot now end our differences,at least we can help
         make the world safe for diversity..............

585. Ask five economists and you’ll get five different answers - six
         if one went to Harvard...............

586. Never stir up litigation. A worse man can scarcely be found
          than one who does this...............

587. Opportunity makes a thief...........

588. All lasting business is built on friendship.................

589. There is a world-wide conflict between capital and labour,and
          the poor envy the rich..............

590. A business that makes nothing but money is a poor
         business...........
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591.  You have to do your own growing no matter how tall your
          grandfather was.............

592. It’s important to know that words don’t move mountains.
        Work, exacting work moves mountains...............

593. Capital exploits the labor of a few to multiply itself................

594. First say to yourself what you would be; and then do what you
          have to do..................

595. Keep away from the wisdom which does not cry,the philoso
        phy which does not laugh and the greatness which does not
         bow before children..............

596. Yesterday is but tiday’s memory, tomorrow is today’s
         dream.............

597. Let there be no purpose in friendship save the deepening of
          the spirit...............
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598.  The difference between a successful person and others is not
          a lack of strength, not a lack of knowledge, but rather a lack
          in will.................                               VINCE  LOMBARDI

599.  He who has not christmas in his heart will never find it under
         a tree..............                                            ROY  L.  SMITH

600.  Life is like a camera. Just focus on what’s important capture
         the good times develop from the negative and if things don’t
         turn out just take another shot........AUTHOR  UNKNOWN

601.  I did not get on the bus to get arrested. I got on the bus to go
         home..........                                                    ROSE PARKS

602. Especially now when views are becoming more polarized, we
        must work to understand each other across polical,religious
        and national boundaries........            DR. JANE GOODALL

603. ‘Happiness in marriage is entirely a matter of chance’..........
                                                                             JANE AUSTEN
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604.  Normal is an illusion. what is normal for the spider is choose
           for the fly..................                     MORTICIA   ADDAMS

605.  Growth for the sake of growth is the ideology of the cancer
         cell...............                                          EDWARD  ABBEY

606.  Thanks giving day comes, by statute, once a year; to the
         honest man it comes as frequently as the heart of gratitude
            will allow................    EDWARD  SANDFORD  MARTIN

607.  ‘If you rest you rust’....................               HELEN  HAYES

608.  ‘We are learning, too, that the love of beauty is one of
           nature’s greatest  healers’....................
                                                  ELLSWORTH  HUNTINGTON

609.  From a commercial point of view, if christmas did not exist it
          would be necessary to invent it.................
                                                     KATHARINE  WHITEHORN

610.  ‘If women didn’t exist, all the money in the world would
           have no meaning’..................     ARISTOTLE  ONASSIS
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611. ‘What exactly is a new years resolution? It’s a to do list for
         the first week of january’...................      ANGUS  &  PHIL

612. We all do better when we work together. Our differences do
          matter, but our common humanity matters more.................
                                                   PRESIDENT  BILL  CLINTON

613.  ‘Be less curious about pepole and more curious about ideas....
                                                                             MARIE  CURIE

614.  What’s the use of having developed a science well enough to
        make predictions if, in the end, all we’re willing to do is stand
          around and wait for them to come true?...............
                                          FRANK  SHERWOOD  ROWLAND

615.  ‘Rebellion without truth is like spring in a bleak arid desert’...
                                                                       KHALIL  GIBRAN

616.  Dreams are today’s answers to tomorrow’s questions..........
                                                                 EDGAR  CAYCE
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617. Reputation is what men and women think of us; character is
         what God and angels know of us.....        THOMAS PAINE

618. I think in terms of the day’s resolutions, not the years.........
                                                                          HENRY MOORE

619. Oh beautiful for smoggy skies, insecticided grain, For strip -
       mined mountain’s majesty above the asphalt plain. America,
        man sheds his waste on three, And hides the pines with bill
         board signs, from sea to oily sea........... GEORGE CARLIN

620. Imagine every day to be the last of a life surrounded with
         hopes, cares, anger and fear. The hours that come
         unexpectedly will be much the more grateful.............
                                                                                      HORACE
621. There is hope if people will begin to awaken thet spiritual part
        of themselve, thet heartfelt knowledge that we are caretakers
         of this planet”...............      BROOK  MEDICINE  EAGIE

622. It is what we know already that often prevents us from
          learning.................                 CLAUDE  BERNARD
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623.  He either fears his fate too much, or his deserts are small,
         Who dares not it to the touch, to agin or lose it all...............
                                                      MARQUIS  OF MONTROSE

624.  Being powerfull is like being a lady if you have to tell people
         you are, you aren’t..............    MARGARET  THATCHER

625.  Any fool can criticize, condemn and complain and most fools
         do. But it takes character and self control to be understanding
          and for giving.................                     DALE  CARNEGIE

626.  ‘A wise man can learn more from a foolish question, than a
         fool can learn from a wise answer’...........      BRUCE  LEE

627.  The first to apologize is the bravest, the first to for give is the
          strongest, and the first to forget is the happiest.................
                                                                AUTHOR  UNKNOWN

628.  ‘A man may fall many times, but he won’t be a failure untilhe
            says that someone pushed him’........................
                                                   ELMER  G. LETTERMAN
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629.  It doesn’t matter how long my hair is or what color my skin
          is or whether I’m a woman or a man..............
                                                                           JOHN  LENNON

630.  No matter how big the lie;repeat it often enough and the
           masses will regard it as the truth.....................
                                                                   JOHN  F.  KENNEDY

631.  Blessed are they, That can laugh at themselves, For they will
        never cease to be amused...........   AUTHOR  UNKNOWN

632.  The first to apologize is the bravest, the first to for give is the
           strongest, and the first to forget is the happiest...................
                                                                AUTHOR  UNKNOWN

633.  ‘If you read a lot of books you are considered well read. but
         if you watch a lot of TV, you are not considered well viewed.
                                                                            LILY  TOMLIN

634.  Stealing someone else words frequently spares the
           embarrassment of eating your own...............
                                                        PETER  ANDERSON
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635.  Responsibility walks hand in hand with capacity and power...
                                                                           J.G. HOLLAND

636.  There is pleasure in the pathless woods. There is rapture on
         the lonely shore...........                 AUTHOR UNKNOWN

637.  Laughter is carbonated love.........            CLEO SWAYNE

638.  Given a choice between grief and nothing, I’d choose grief....
                                                             WILLIAM FAULKNER

639.  There is some self-interest behind every friendship. There is
          no friendship without self-interests. This is a bitter truth........
                                                                                 CHANAKYA

640.  The groves were God’s first temples..............
                                                                WILLIAM C. BRYANT

641.  It takes a great man to be a good listener.........
                                                                 CALVIN COOLIDGE
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642. The thing always happens that you really believe in; and the
         belief in a thing makes it happen...........
                                                              FRANK LOYD WRIGHT

643. There is no right time to do any wrong thing.......................
                                                                            DR. AJAY GUPTA

644. Won’t you come into the garden? I would like my roses to see
         you.........                      RICHARD BRINSLEY SHERIDAN

645. Pessimist :A person who says that O is the last letter of
        ZERO, instead of the first letter in OPPORTUNITY........
                                                                  AUTHOR UNKNOWN

646. Living in dreams of yesterday, we find ourselves still
        dreaming of impossible future conquests..........
                                                              CHARLES LINDBERGH

647. Man is not made for defeat.......    ERNEST HEMINGWAY
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648. I realize there’s something incredibly honest about trees in
        winter, how they’re experts at letting things go..........
                                                                JEFFREY MCDANIEL

649. Reading is to the mind what exercise is to the body............
                                                                       JOSEPH ADDISON

650.All paid jobs absorb and degrade the mind...........................

651.Wheresoever you go,go with all your heart...........................

652.Advice is judged by result,not by intention...........................

653.  Our greastest glory consist not in never falling, but in rising
         645 every time we fall..........         OLIVER  GOLDSMITH
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654.  How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment
          before starting to improve the world..............
                                                                            ANNE FRANKE

655.  Truth never envelops iteslf in mystery, and the mystery in
         which it is at any time enveloed is the work of its antagonist,
         and never of itself.............                      THOMAS  PAINE

656.  ‘Hating people because of their color is wrong. And it doesn’t
          matter which color does the hating. It;s just plain wrong’.......
                                                                      MUHAMMAD  ALI

657.  ‘Small minds are concerned with the extraordinary, great
          minds with the ordinary’..................      BLAISE  PASCAL

658.  Start by doing what’s necessary; then do what’s possible; and
           suddenly you are doing the impossible..................
                                                                       FRACIS OF ASSISI

659. Don’t be pushed by your problems. Be led by your
          dreams................
                                                  RALPH WALDO EMERSON
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660. The most terrifying words in the English language are; l’m
         from the government and l’m here to help.................
                                                                   -RONALD  REAGAN

661. ‘The good life is one inspired by love and gulded by
          knowledge............                       -BERTRAND  RUSSELL

662. Let us believe neither haif of the good people tell us of our
         selves, nor half of evil they say of others............
                                                                          - J. PETIT SENN

663. In the depth of winter I finally learned thet there was in me
         invincible summer.............                  -ALBERT CAMUS

664. Tricks and treachery are the practice of fools, that don’t
          have brains enough to be honest...............
                                                            -BENJAMIN FRANKLIN

665. Sunsets are so beautiful tjat they almost seem as if we
          were looking through the gates of Heaven............
                                                                -JOHN LUBBOCK
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666. The difference between a successful person and others is not a
        lack of strength, not a lack of knowledge,but rather a lack in
          will........                                            -VINCE LOMBARDI

667. Corporation;An ingenious device for obtaining profit without
         individual responsibility...............     -AMBROSE BIERCE

668. Adopt the pace of nature ,her secret is patience.
                                                      RALPH WALDO EMERSON

669. The imagination exercises a powerful influence over every act
          of sense, thought, reason,-over every idea.............
                                                                       -LATIN PROUERB

670. Flowers always make people better, happier, and more helpful
        ; they are sunshine, food and medicine for the soul............
                                                                  -LUTHER BURBANK

671. ‘The trouble with law is lawyers;...........
                                                         -CLARENCE DARROW
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        never do any harm to the world...............         -VOLTALRE

673. We do not need magic to transform our wrold. we earry all of
        the power we needinside ourselves already...........
                                                                             -J K ROWLING

674.‘Don’t follow in my footsteps.I think Istepped in some
       thing;.......                                       -AUTHOR UNKNOWN

675. Memory is more indelible than ink.........        -ANITA LOOS

676. Solstice sun, shining Bright; shortest day longest night sol
        stice wish of hope cheer peace on earth throughout the
         year..........                                                       SELENA FOX

677. A wise man told me don’t argue with fools, cause people from
        a distance can’t tell who is who...................               JAY Z
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678.  ‘You cannot make your candle glow brighter by blowing out
          the other guys’...............

679.  ‘We build statues out of snow, and weep to see them melt’.....
                                                                        WALTER  SCOTT

680.  The u;timate measure of a man is not where he stands in
         moments of comfort, but where he stands at times of
          challenge and controversy.......................
                                                 MARTIN  LUTHER  KING,  JR.

681.  What it lies in our power to do, it lies in our power not to do..
                                                                                  ARISTOTLE

682.  Our life’s a stage, a comedy: either learn to play and take it
         lightly, or bear its troubles patiently...............    PALLADAS

683.  There is only one success to be able to spend your life in your
           own way........................     CHRISTOPHER  MILLER
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684.  ‘One of the secrets of life is to make stepping stones out of
         stumbling blocks’......................                     JACK  PENN

685.  A well - cultivated mind is, so to speak, made up of all the
        minds of preceding ages; it is only one single mind which has
         been educated during all this time................
                       BERNARD  DE  BOVIER  DE  FONTENELLE

686.  Psychology helps to measure the probability that an aim is
         attainable..................                  EDWARD  THORNDIKE

687.   The difference between perseverance and obstinacy is that
         one often comes from a strong will , and the other froms a
           strong won’t...................         HENRY WARD BEECHER

688.   Live for yourself and you will live in vain , Live for others ,
          and you will live again...................             BOB MARLEY

689.   I’ve been absolutely terrified every moment of my  life and
         I’ve never let it keep me from doing a single thing that I
           wanted to do......................    GEORGIA O’KEEFFE
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690. I’m not afraid of storms, for I learning how to sail my ship......
                                                                         HELEN  KELLER

691.  Life isn’t a matter of milestones, but of moments..............
                                                                         ROSE  KENNEDY

692.  Life is too short to work so hard.............   VIUIEN  LEIGH

693.  Man improves himself as he follows his path; if he stands
        still, waiting to improve before he makes a decision, he’ll
          never move ........................                  PAULO  COELHO

694.  Night comes to the desert all at once, as if someone turned
          off the light...................             JOYCE  CAROL  OATES

695. The man who is alwas worrying about whether or not his soul
        would be damned generally has a soul that isn’t worth a
          damn.....................        OLIVER  WENDELL  HOLMES

696.  ‘No one respects a talent that is concealed’................
                                                        DESIDERIUS  ERASMUS
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697. I had to live in the desert before I could understand the
        full value of grass in a green ditch...................
                                                                  ELLA  MAILLARTZ

698. Happiness is not something ready made . It comes from
         your own action .........................                DALAI LAMA

699. The more you find out about the world, the more
        opportunities there are to laugh at it................ BILL  NYE

700. ‘No one respects a talent that is concealed;.............
                                                        DESIDERIUS  ERASMU

701. If you are not getting as much from life as you want to,
        then examine the state of your enthusiasm;....................
                                                -NORMAN  VINCENT  PEALE

702. ‘It is not enough to have a good mind; the main thing is to
         use it well................                     -RENE  DESCARTES

                                                                                                (111)
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703. Life is too short to work so hard..............  VIUIEN  LEIGH

704. ‘A cloudy day is no match for a sunny disposition...........
                                                       -WILLIAM ARTHUR WARD

705. I am the author of my life. Unfortunately  I’m writing in pen
         and I can’t erase my mistakes.............
                                                                  -AUTHOR UNKNOWN

706. ‘A good teacher protects his pupils from his own
        influence..................                                         -BRUCE  LEE

707. You can do anything if you have enthusiasm. Enthusiasm is
         the yeast that makes your hopes rise to the stars.............
                                                                              -HENRY FORD

708. ‘It’s easy to make a buck. It’s a iot tougher to make a differ-
         ence.................                                          -TOM  BROKAW

709. The higher a monkey climbs the more you see of his be
         hind;.............                   GENERAL  JOE  STILLWELL
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710. ‘We are each of us angels with only one wing and we can only
         fly by embracing one another;..............
                                                     -LUCIANO  DE  CRESENZO

711. ‘To rule is easy, to govern difflcult.........
                                -JOHANN  WOLFGANG  UON  GOETHE

712. It is impossible to live without failing at something unless you
       live so cautiously that you might as well not have lived at all,
        in which case, you fall by default..........    J. K. ROWLING

713. We learn wisdom from failure much more than success.
       Weoften discover what we will do, by finding out what we
        will not do.........                                   -SAMUEL  SMILES

724. The biggest Guru-mantra is; Never share your secrets with
         anybody. It will destroy you....................        CHANAKYA

715. ‘You can never plan the future by the past’.................
                                                                  EDMUND  BURKE
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716. Do not give up. In due season the seeds you’ ve planted will
          reap an amazing harvest............................  THEMA  DAVIS

717. ‘I try to take one day at a time but sometimes several  days
          attack me at once..............        ASHLEIGH  BRILLIANT

718. ‘A flower cannot blossom without sunshine and a man can-
          not live without love.....................            MAX  MULLER

719. When you stop expecting people to be perfect, you can like
          them for whe they are.......................   DANALD  MILLER

720. ‘Pick yourself up, Dust yourself off And start all over again.’
                                                                   DOROTHY  FIELDS

721.’Failure is the foundation of success, and the means by
         which it is achieved....................                           LAO  TZU

722. The vast possibilities of our great future will become
       realities only if we make ourselves responsible for that
         future.........................                GIFFORD  PINCHOT
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723.  Our bigger and better society is now like a hypochondriac, so
         obsessed with its own economic health as to have lost the
          capacity to remain healthy..................  ALDO  LEOPOLD

724.  We write our own destiny; we become what we do;..........
                                                                  CHIANG  KAI - SHEK

725.  ‘Governments never learn. Only people learn’.................
                                                                ABRAHAM  LINCOLN

726.  A word once uttered can never be recalled.......... HORACE

727. If you want something said, ask a man if you want something
          done, ask a woman........       MARGARET  THATCHERS

728.  Keep steadily before you the fact that all true success de
         pends at last upon yourself........
                                                          THEODORE  T.  HUNGER

729.  A kiss is a lovely trick designed by nature to stop speech
          when words become superfluous..........
                                                              INGRID  BERGMAN
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730.  If you’re walking down the right path and you’re willing to
         keep walking, eventually you’ll make progress............
                                                                      BARACK  OBAMA

731. Governments never learn. Only people learn................
                                                                 ABRAHAM  LINCOLN

732. The test of civilisation is in its estimate of women;...............
                                                  GEORGE  WILLIAM  CURTIS

733. Life isn’t a matter of milestones but of moments..................
                                                                          ROSE  KENNEDY

734. The man of wisdom is never of two minds the man of  be
        nevolence never worries; the man of courage is never
        afraid...........                                                      CONFUCIUS

735. If you live to be a hundred, l want to be a hundred minus one
        day so l never have to live without you...............
                                                                                   A. A. MILNE

736. Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everwhere.............
                                                MARTIN  LUTHER  KING JR.
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737. By three methods we may learn wisdom: first, by reflection
       which is noblest; second, by imitation, which is the easiest;
        and third, by experience, which is the bitterst...............
                                                                                  CONFUCIUS

738. We do not have a privileged access to reality. So many of us
        live either in the past or the future and betray the moment and
         in some sense we forget to live our lives...............
                                                                                  JOE  HUTTO

739. The problem of power is how to achiveve its responsible use
       rather than its irresponsible and indulgent use of how to get
       men of power to live for the public rather than off the
        public...........                                 ROBERT  E.  KENNEDY

740. Sometimes you have to be apart from people you love, but
       that doesn’t make you love them any less. Sometimes you
        love them more.....................         NICHOLAS  SPARKS
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741.  Change does not roll in on the wheels of inevitability, but
          comes through continuous struggle. And so we must
          straighten our backs and work for our freedom. A man can‘t
          ride you unless your back is bent...............
                                                     MARTIN  LUTHER  KING,  JR

742.  Did you ever grow anything in the garden of your mind. You
         can grow ideas in the garden of your mind. It’s good to be
        curious about many things. You can think about things and
        makes belive all you have to do is think and they’ll
         grow...............                                       MISTER  ROGERS

743.  I’m selfish, impatient and a little insecure. I make mistakes,
        I am out of control and at times hard to handle. But if you
        can’t handle me at my worst, then you sure as hell don’t
          deserve me at my best...................  MARILYN  MONROE

744.  Authentic happiness isn’t something we can go out and get,
        buy, beg, borrow or steal, it’s only something we can be and
         it’s a choice we makes with every breath we take..............
                                                  DENNIS  MERRITT  JONES
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745.  Our doubts are traitor, and make us lose the good we oft
          might win, by fearing to attempt.............
                                                         WILLIAM  SHAKESPEARE

746. You can never plan the future by the past.........
                                                                         EDMUND  BURKE

747. A gutily conscience needs to confess, A work of art is a
        confession........                                          ALBERT CAMUS

748. Life consists not in holding good cards but in playing those
        you hold well............                                 JOSH  BILLINGS

749. ‘Ethics and equity and the principles of justice do not change
          with the calendar........   DAVID  HERBERT  LAWRENCE

750. ‘Respect for ourseives guides our morals, respect for others
          guides our manners........                LAURENCE  STERNE
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751. Not to know at large of things remote from use, obscure and
       subtle, but to know that which before us lise in daliy life. ls
        the prime wisdom........                              JOHN  MILTON

752. The test of courage comes when we are in the minority. the
         test of tolerance comes when we are in the majority.........
                                                              RALPH W SOCKMAN

753.  Grudges are a waste of perfect happiness. Laugh when you
        can, apologize when you should and let go of what you can’t
          chanege..................                     AUTHOR  UNKNOWN

754.  Go to the people. Learn from them. Live with them. Start
        with what they know. Build with what they have. The best of
         leaders when the job is done when the task is accomplished
          the people will say we have it ourselves......................
                                                                                      LAO  TZU

755.  A true friend knows your weaknesses but shows you your
       strengths;feels your fears but fortifies your faith;sees your
      anxieties but frees your spirit;recognizes your disabilities but
                          emphasizes your possibilities.............
                                       WILIAM  ARTHUR WARD
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756. There are hundreds of paths up the mountain all leading to the
        same place so it doesn’t matter which path you take the only
        person wasting time is the one who runs around the mountain
         telling everyone that his or her path is wrong.........
                                                                       HINDU  PROVERB

757. I think music in itself is healing lt’s an explosive expression of
        humanity. lt’s something we are all touched  by No matter
         what culture we’re from everyone loves music...........
                                                                                 BILLY  JOEL

758.  Some people ask the secret of our long marriage. We take
         time to go to a restaurant two times a week. A little
         candlelight, dinner, soft music and dancing. She goes tuesdays
           I go fridays......................              HENNY   YOUNGMAN

759.  Climb the mountains and get their good tidings. Nature’s
         peace will flow into you as sunshine flows into trees. The
         winds will blow their own freshness into you while cares
          will drop off like autumn leaves...............  JOHN  MUIR
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760. Stuffed deer heads on walls are bad enough but it’s worse
        when they are wearing dark glasses and have streamers in
        their antlers because then you know they were enjoying
         themselves at a party when they were shot...............
                                                                  ELLEN  DEGENERES

761. The other I ate at a real nice family restaurant Every table had
         an argument going...............                GEORGE  CARLIN

762. ‘Skill and confidence are an unconquered army...........
                                                                   GEORGE  HERBERT

763. If you wish success in life, makes perseverance your bosom
       friend, experience your wise counselor, caution your elder
        brother, and hope your guardian genius.....................
                                                                   JOSPEPH  ADDISON

764. Do not dwell in the past, do not dream of the future,
        concentrate the mind on the present moment................
                                                                                     BUDDHA

765. We may give without loving, but we cannot love without
         giving...................             BERNARD  MELTZER
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766. The problem is not the problem. The problem is your attitude
         about the problem...............CAPTAIN  JACK  SPARROW

767. Life is not divided into semesters .You don’t get summers off
       and very few employers are interested in helping you find
         yourself”...............................                           BILL  GATES

768. Politics has become so expensive that it takes a lot of money
         even to be defeated.......................             WILL  ROGERS

769. There are two ways of meeting difficulties: you alter the
        difficulties, or you alter yourself to meet them................
                                                                 PHYLLIS  BOTTOME

770. The only medicine for suffering, crime and all the other woes
         of mankind is wisdom......................   THOMAS  HUXLEY

771.  A primitive artist is an amateur whose work sells.................
                                                                 GRANDMA  MOSES
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772. Security is mostly a superstition. It does not exist in nature,
       nor do the children of men as a whole experience it. Avoiding
       danger is no safer in the long run than outright exposure. Life
        is either a daring adventure or nothing.............
                                                                         HELEN  KELLER

773. The one unchangeable certainty is that nothing is
          unchangeable or certain..................  JOHN  F.  KENNEDY

774.  ‘Music is my religion’.......................          JIMI  HENDRIX

775. It is better to suffer wrong then to do it, and happier to be
        sometime cheated then not to trust ..... SAMULE JOHNSON

776. In just to days tomorrow will beyesterday.................
                                                                            ANONYMOUS.

777. He who praises himself has a congratulation of one........
                                                                     JEWISE PROVERB
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778.  Especially now when views are becoming more polarized we
        must work to understand each other across political religious
          and national boundaries...............  DR.  JANE  GOODALL

779.  Educating the mind without educating the heart is no
          education at all...................                             ARISTOTLE

780.  No man succeeds without a good woman behind him. Wife or
         mother if it is both he is twice blessed indeed.........
                                                            HAROLD  MACMILLAN

781.  A common mistake that people make when trying to desing
        something completely foolproof is to underestimate the
          ingenuity of complete fools.............   DOUGLAS  ADAMS

782.  I am not bound to win but I am bound to be true. I am not
        bound to succeed, but I am bound to live by the light that I
        have. I must stand with any body that stand right and stand
        with him while he is right and part with him when he goes
          wrong......................                 ABRAHAM  LINCOLN
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783.  Nothing is impossible the word itself says impossible...............
                                                                  AUDREY  HEPBURN

784.  No diet will remove all the fat from your body because the
        brain is entirely fat. Without a brain you might look good but
         all you could do is run for public office...................
                                                    GEORGE  BERNARD  SHAW

785.  In theory there is no difference between theory and practice.
          But in practice there is....................            YOGI  BERRA

786. Throught life people will make you mad disrespect you and
        treat you bad. Let God deal with the things they do  cause
         hate in your heart will consume you too.......................
                                                                               WILL  SMITH

787. ‘A friend may well be reckoned the masterpiece of nature’......
                                                  RALPH  WALDO  EMERSON

788.  Man has lost the capacity to fore see and to forestall. He will
          end by destroying the earth........................
                                                  ALBERT  SCHWEITZER
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789.  Things do not happen. Things are made to happen...................
                                                                   JOHN  F.  KENNEDY

790.  Know what you want to do hold the thought firrmly and do
        every day what should be done and every sunset will see you
          that much nearer to your goal........................
                                                                   ELBERT  HUBBARD

791.  The government solution to a problem is usually as bad as the
           problem...........................             MILTON  FRIEDMAN

792.  If the path is beautiful, you must ask where does it Ieads.
        but, If the goal is beautiful don’t ask how is the path keep
          walking.....................                BHAVYA  DEV  BHAGAT

793.  ‘A leader is one who knows the way, goes the way, and
           shows the way’...........................    JOHN  C MAXWELL

794.  It is impossible to live without failing at something unless
         you live so cautiously that you might as well not have lived
              at all in which case you fail by default........................
                                                                  J. K. ROWLING
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795.  Action is the foundational key to all success......................
                                                                         PABLO  PICASSO

796.  We do not have a privileged access to reality. So many of us
         live either in the past or future and betray the moment and in
          some sense we forget to live our lives.....................
                                                                                  JOE  HUTTO

797.  I believe in second chance, but I don’t believe in third or
         fourth chance                                          SELENA  GOMEZ

798.  Whenever you feel like criticizing any one.... just rememder
         tha t all the people in this world haven’t had the advantages
          that you’ve had................        F.  SCOTT  FITZGERALD

799.  The present was an egg laid by the past that had the future
           inside its shell..................      ZORA  NEALE  HURSTON

800.  The test of courage comes when we are in the minority.The
          test of tolerance comes when we are in the majority..........
                                                        RALPH W SOCKMAN
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801. Better than a thousand hollow words is one word that brings
         peace............                                                          BUDDHA

802. No man for any considerable  period can wear one face  to
       himself and another to the multitude without finally getting
         bewildered as to which may be the true................
                                                      NATHANIEL  HAWTHORNE

803. Flowers grow out of dark moments.................
                                                                              CORITA  KENT

804. If you want to change somebody don’t preach to him. Set an
         example and shut up...................             JACK  LALANNE

805. I don’t really go through a process it goes through me.............
                                                                  JOHN  MALKOVICH

806. Why should we live with such hurry and waste of life we are
         determined to be starved before we are hungry...................
                                                HENRY  DAVID  THOREAU
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807. The higher a monkey climbs the more you see of his behind....
                                                   GENERAL  JOE  STILLWELL

808. Look at a day when you are supremely satisfied at the end It’s
       not a day when you lounge around doing nothing it’s when
       you’ve had everything to do and you’ve done it..........
                                                          MARGARET  THATCHER

809. Expect the best prepare for the worst capitalize on what
         comes................                                              ZIG  ZIGLAR

810. The chains of habit are generally too small to be felt until they
         are too strong to be broken’’....................
                                                                   SAMUEL  JOHNSON

811. How dreadful knowledge of the truth can be when there’as no
         help in the truth....................                          SOPHOCLES

812. If you obey all the rules you miss all the fun.....................
                                                     SKATHARINE  HEPBURN
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813. The real reason that we can’t have the ten commandments in
       a courthouse You cannot post ‘Thou shalt not commit adultery
       and ‘Thou shalt not lie in a building full of lawyers judges and
        politians is creates a hostile work envirronment...............
                                                                      GEORGE  CARLIN

814. There is no friend like an old friend who has shared our
        morning days no greeting like his welcome no homage like his
         praise fame is the scentless sunflower with gaudy crown of
        gold but friendship is the breathing rose with sweets in every
         fold...........                       OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES

815. Experts tell us that if the millennium bug is not fixed when the
       year 2000 arrives our financial records will be inaccurate our
       telephone system will be unreliable our government will be
       paralyzed and airline flights will be canceled without warning
        in other word things will pretty much the same as they are
          now..................                                            DAUE  BARRY

816. He who fights with monsters should look to it that he himself
       does not become a monster. And when you gaze long into
        an  abyss also gazes into you..................
                                                          FRIEDRICH  NIETZSCHE
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817. If a man walks in the woods for love of them half of each day
        he is in danger of being regarded as a loafer.But if he spends
        his days as a speculator sharing off those woods and making
        the earth bald before her time he is deemed an industriousand
         enterprising citizen..................
                                                      HENRY  DAUID  THOREAU

818. You have enormous untapped power that you will probably
        never tap because most people never run far enough on their
         first wind to ever find they have a second.................
                                                                      WILLIAM  JOMES

819. A ship as safe in harbour,but that’s not what ships are
        for...........                                              WILLIAM  SHEDD

820. The activist is not the man who says the river is dirty. The
         activist is the man who cleans up the river...............
                                                                               ROSS  PEROT

821.  A full and fair discussion is essential to democracy...............
                                                                      GEORGE  SOROS
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822. Nothing In is to be feared it is only to be understood Now is
         the time to understand more so that we may fear less...........
                                                                           MARLE  CURIE

823. When I was young I observed that nine out of ten things Idid
         were failures So Idid ten times more work...................
                                                    GEORGE  BERNARD  SHAW

824.  To err is human. To blame someone else is politics............
                                                         HUBERT  H  HUMPHREY

825.  If you wish success in life, make perseverance your bossm
        friend, experience your wise counselor, caution your elder
         brother and hope your guardian genius.....................
                                                                    JOSEPH   ADDISON

826.  ‘We must accept finite disappointment, but never lose infinite
            hope’...................................
                                                                 MARTION  LUTHER
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827.  No weapon has ever setted a moral problem. It can impose
        a solution butit cannot guarantee it to be a just one.
                                                              ERNEST  HEMINGWAY

828.  ‘ Never interrupt someone doing what you said couldn’t be
           done’.................................              AMELIA   EARHART

829.   You’ve got to be very careful if you don’t know where
          you’re going, because you might not get there.
                                                                               YOGI  BERRA

830.  The harder I work, the luckier I get.....................
                                                                SAMUEL  GOLDWYN

831.  “True success is overcoming the fear of being unsuccessful”.
                                                                        PAUL  SWEENEY

832.  Never forget the three powerful resources you always have
        available to you : Love, prayer and forgiveness.
                                                   H  JACKSON  BROWN  JR
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833.  ‘Yesterday’s the past, tomorrow’s the future, but today is
           a gift. That’s why it’s called the present’..................
                                                                                   BIL  KEANE

834.   People do not quit playing because they grow old: they
          grow old because they quit playing......................
                                                OLIUER  WENDELL  HOLMES

835.  ‘If you ask me what I came into this life to do, I will tell
          you: I came to live out loud’.................       EMILE  ZOLA

836.  If you’re walking down the right path and you’re willing to
         keep walking , eventually you’ll make progress.
                                                                      BARACK  OBAMA

837.  ‘Don’t be pushed by your problems. Be Ied by your dreams.
                                                    RALPH  WALDO  EMERSON

838.  ‘Gossip is the Devil’s radio’...........................
                                                             GEORGE  HARRISON
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839. This is the real secret of life, to be completely engaged with
        what you are doing in the here and now. And instead of
         calling  it work realize it is play.................  ALAN   WATTS

840. Do not worry about avoiding temptation. As you  grow older
         it will avoid you..............................             JOEY  ADAMS

841. ‘When unhappy, one doubts everything; when happy, one
          doubts nothing’...........................             JOSEPH  ROUX

842. If the skies fall, one may hope to catch larks....................
                                                              FRANCOIS  RABELAIS

843. Being depply loved by someone gives you strength, while
        loving someone deeply gives you courage...................
                                                                                      LAO  TZU

844. ‘Politics is not a game. It is an earnest business’..................
                                                        WINSTON  CHURCHILL
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845. ‘He who seeks rest finds boredom. He who seeks work finds
           rest’......................                              DYLAN   THOMAS

846.  At least three times every day take a moment and ask
        yourself what is really important. Have the wisdom and
        the courage to build your life around your answer..................
                                                                      LEE  JAMPOLSKY

847. Doubt, indulged and cherished, is in danger of becoming
       denial ; but if honest, and bent on thorough investigation,
        it may soon lead tofull establishment of the truth...................
                                                                      AMBROSE  BIERCE

848. ‘Don’t judge each day by the harvest you reap but by the
         seeds that you plant’................................
                                      ROBERT  LOUIS  STEVENSON
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849.  I’d rather be a could be if. I cannot be an are be cause a
        could be is a may be who is reaching for a star. I’d rather be a
        has been than a might have been by far for a might have been
         has never been but a has was once an are.................
                                                                        MILTON   BERLE

850.  Think of how stupid the average person is and realize half of
         them are stupider than that...............   GEORGE  CARLIN

851.  All change is not growth, as all movement is not forward........
                                                                     ELLEN  GLASGOW

852. A society in which consumption has to be artificially stimu
      lated in order to keep production going is a society founded on
       trash and waste and such a society is a house built upon sand.
                                   .......................... DOROTHY L SAYERS

853. Fittest survives but flourishes......................
                                                      DR, VIJAY P MAKHIJA
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854. Let us live and work imaginatively & wisely......................
                                                             DR. VIJAY  P  MAKHIJA

855. ‘It is in your moments of decision that your destiny is shaped.
                                               .......................... TONY  ROBBINS

856. Once you’ve been in space, you appreciate how small and
        fragile the Earth is................
                                                   VALENTINA   TERESHKOUA

857. The most beautiful thing in the world is, of course, the world
         itself;........................                       WALLACE   STEVENS

858. We create our own  luck  by our efforts and attitude.................
                                                                              EDWIN   LAND

859. ‘Life is a compromise of what your ego wants to do, what
       experience tells you to do, and what your nerves let you
         do’............................                                  BRUCE  CRA
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860. ‘If you want to know what a man’s like, take a good  look at
        how he treats his inferior, not his equals....................
                                                                              J  K ROWLING

861. Our minds are as different as our faces; we are all traveling to
       one destination; happiness; but few are going by the same
          rode.........................     CHARLES  CALED  COLTON

862. It is never too late to do a nice deed........................................
                                                       DR. VIJAY  P   MAKHIJA

863. It appears to be a law that you cannot have a deep sympathy
         with both man and nature........................
                                                       HENRY  DAVID  THOREAU

864. Our direction in life is always more important than our
         speed....................                    DR .  VIJAY  P  MAKHIJA

865. Of all the people on the planet, you talk to yourself more than
       anyone Make sure you are saying the right things.
                                                                MARTIN  ROONEY
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868. The stupid neither forgive nor forget the naive forgive and
        forget the wise forgive but do not forget.........
                                                                         THOMAS  SZASZ

869. What counts in life is not the mere fact that we have  lived it
        is what difference we have made to thelive of others that will
        determine the significe of the life we lead..............
                                                                NELSON  MANDELA

866. The path to uor destination is not always a straight one. We go
       down the wrong road, we get lost, we turn back. May be it
       doesn’t   matter which road we embark on May be what
         matters is that we embark....................  BARBARA   HALL

867. No man needs sympathy because he has to work, because he
       has a burden to carry. Far and away the best prize that life
       offers is chance to work hard at work worth doing..................
                                                        THE ODORE  ROOSEVELT
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870. Life is a dream for the wise, a game for the fool, a comedy for
        the a tragedy for the poor...........
                                                              SHOLOM   ALEICHEM

871. Always show more kindness than you think is necessary
        because  the receiverneeds it more than you know...............
                                                               ARTHUR  CALIANDRO

872.There is nothing noble in being superior to your fellow man
       true nobility is being superior to your formar self.........
                                                              ERNEST  HEMINGWAY

873.The scquisition of knowledge doesn’t mean you’re growing
       Growing happens when what you know changes how you
        live..............                                    AUTHOR  UNKNOWN

874.You gain strength courage and confidence by every experience
      in which you really stop to look fear in the face.... You must do
      the thing you think you cannot do.............
                                                         ELEANOR ROOSEVELT
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875. Can we get the best in life without giving our best?
                                .............................. DR. VIJAYP  MAKHIJA

876. ‘Let’s not interfere with justice.... Let’s let justice speak.
                                   .................................. RICARDO  LAGOS

877. Our attitude & intentions color all dimensions of our life.
                                     ............................DR. VIJAY  MAKHIJA

878.  Men are what their mothers made them.......................
                                                    RALPH  WALDO  EMERSON

879. The one thing that doesn’t abide by majority rule is a
          person’s conscience..........................          HARPER  LEE

880.  In matters of principle, stand like a rock; in matters of taste,
         swim with the current.............      THOMAS  JEFFERSON
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881. Life is not matter of holding good cards, but some times
        playing  a poor hand well...........              JACK   LONDON

882. Unwanted  moment are really the only way to discover the
        truth about our present unseen limitations................
                                                                              GUY   FINLEY

883. Love doesn’t make the world go round Love is what makes
         the ride worthwhile..................     FRANKLIN  P.  JONES

884. I believe that one defines oneself by reinvention To not be like
       your parents To not be like your friends To be yourself To cut
        of stone.......................                           HENRY   ROLLINS

885. Goodness has to be shared to be enjoyed..........
                                                           DR.  VIJAY  P   MAKHIJA

886. Speak less but convey more.................
                                                       DR.  VIJAY  P  MAKHIJA
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887. Success in life in anything depends upon the number of
        persons that one can make himself agree to.............
                                                                   THOMAS   CARLYLE

888. Goodness is the only investment that never fails.................

889. Imagination is the one weapon in the war against reality..........

890. The way to love anything is to realise that it may be lost..........
                                                        GILBERT  K. CHESTERTON

891. Promise less but delivermore......  DR. VIJAY  P  MAKHIJA

892. Character is the ability to carry out a good resolution long
        after the excitement of the moment has passed............
                                                                    CAVETT   ROBERT

893. None of our failiure or successes are final...............
                                                        DR. VIJAY  P  MAKHIJA
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895.  The best way to cheer yourself is to cheer somebody else
          up..............                                             MARK  TWALIN

894. Nothing at all will be attempted if all possible objections must
         first be overcome.............                  SAMUEL  JOHNSON

895.  A professional is one who dose his best work when he feels
         the least like working........................
                                                         FRANK   LIOYD  WRIGHT

897. Strong  reasons make strong action.....................

896.  As is the, so is the fruit............   DR. VIJAY  P  MAKHIJA

898. A habit cannot be tossed out the window; it must be coaxed
        down  the stairs a step at a time....................
                                                                            MARK  TWAIN
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899. You can complain because a rose has thorns, or rejoice
         because thorns have a rose....................................
                                                               ABRAHAM   LINCOLN

900. Let us believe neither half of the good people tell us of our
        selves, nor half of the evil they say of others.....................
                                                                               J. PETIT  SENN

902. If you can’t explain it to a six year old you don’t understand it
         youself..............................                   ALBERT  EINSTEIN

901. My dear friend clear your mind of  can’t.........................
                                                                    SAMUEL  JOHNSON

904. Success is simple. Do what’s right, the right way,at the
          right time........................          ARNOLD  H.  GLASOW

903.Prosperity makes friends and advrsity tries them................
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        an idea...........                                         NAPOLEAN   HILI

906. Men’s best successes come after their disappointments...........
                                                       HENRY  WARD  BEECHER

907. Change is the law of  life And those who look into the past or
        present are certain to miss the future............
                                                                    JOHN  F  KENNEDY

908. Without inspiration the best powers of the mind remain
        dormant there is a fuel in us which needs to be ignited with
          sparks................
                                  JOHANN  GOTTFRIED  VON  HERDER

909. Problems are basically opprtunities in disguise..........
                                                            DR. VIJAY  P  MAKHIJA

8910. Use dead spaces creatively and imaginatively............
                                                             DR. VIJAY  P  MAKHIJA
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911. This world, after all our science and sciences, is still a miracle;
       wonderful, inscrutable, magical and more, to whosoever will
         think of it...............................              THOMAS  CARLYLE

912. The government solution to a probilem is usually as bad as the
         problem.............                                         M   FRIEDMAN

914. Those who contemplate the beaut of the earth find reserves of
         strength that will endure as long as life last............................
                                                                      RECHEL CARSON

915. The best way to get rid of a problem is to solve it...........
                                                            DR.  VIJAY  P  MAKHIJA

916. Goodness has to be shared to be enjoyed...........
                                                         DR. VIJAY  P  MAKHIJA

913. To change what you get you must change who you are...........
                                                                    VERNON  HOWARD
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917. Appreciation can make a day, even change a life. Your willing
        ness to put it into words is all that is necessary....................
                                                              MARGARET  COUSINS

918. When you are pulled towards a guru you suddenly feel you
         are being pulled in wards not out wards...................   OSHO

919. Respect for teachers cannot be ordered; it must be
          earned..................   SARUEPALLI   RADHAKRISHNAN

920. Dictionary is the only place that success comes before work.
       Hard work is the price we must pay for success. I think you
       can accomplish anything if you’re willing to pay the price........
                                                                    VINCE  LOMBARDI

921. You have to grow from the inside out nine can teach you none
       can make you spiritual. there is no other teacher but your
         own soul ..........................         SWAMI  VIVEKANAND
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 Teachers are reservoirs from which through the process of
 education students draw the water of life........................
                                                    SRI  SATHYA  SAI  BABA

922.

923. To become successful in your life you not only need
          physical and mental power but social & spiritual power

too. Dr. Ajay Gupta

    924. Share your knowledge. It is a way to achieve
              immotality.................   THE  XIV  DALAI  LAMA

925. The saddest aspect of life right now is that science gathers
         knowledge faster than society gathers wisdom..............
                                                                           ISAAC ASIMOV

926. The media have substituted themselves for the older
         world............................              MARSHALL  MCLUHAN

927. Everyone has a transferable commodity-knowledge...............
                                                            MARSHA BLACKBURN
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928. A living body is not merely an integration of limbs and flesh
       but it is the abode of the soul which potentially has perfect
       perception, perfect knowledge, perfect power and perfect bliss
                                                                                   MAHAVIRA

929. Within this body breathes the secret essence. within this body
        beats the heart of the vedas. within this body shines the entire
         universe........................                                      TULSIDAS

 930. ‘Cut my pie into four pieces, I don’t think I could eat eight.’
                                                                                YOGI BERRA

931.        Knowing that I am different from the body, I need not neglect
        the body. It is a vehicle that I use to transact with the world.It
         is the temple which houses the pure self within....................
                                                         ADI  SANKARA  CHARYA

 932.Those who wish to cause religious conflict are small in
        number but often manage to dominate the head line...............
                                                                                TONY  BLAIR

 933. It is impossible to begin to learn that which one thinks one
          already knows..................................           EPICTETUS
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934. Have you ever thought how much effort we should be putting
       in to respect and protect the purity of this human body which
         has been created by God himself............................
                                                                   RAMESHBHAI  OZA

935. Be mindful of your duty and do good  works  and again be
      mindful of your duty and believe and once again  be mindful  of
      your duty and do right  god loves the doers of good.............
                                                                              QUEAN 5.93

936. The grace of the guru is like an ocean. if one comes with a cup
       he will only get a cupfull. it is no use comeplaining of the
          niggardliness of the ocean.........................................

                                                               RAMANA  MAHARSHI

937. Rioting is not revolutionary but reactionary because it invites
        defeat. It must be followed by a sense of futility...................
                                                MARTIN  LUTHER  KING,  JR
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938. When you separate yourself by belief, nationality, tradition, it
       breeds violence by belife, nationality, tradition, it breeds
       violence.one who is seeking to understand violence dose not
       belong to any country, religion, political party or partial
        system; he is concerned  with the total understanding of
          mankind....................................        J  KRISHNAMURTI

939. Human  evolution has two steps-from being somebody to be
       ing  nobody and from being nobody to being everybody this
       knowledge can bring sharing and caring throughout the
        world............................            SRI  SRI  RAVI  SHANKAR

940. Sharing knowledge occurs when people are genuinely
       interested in helping one another develop new capacities for
        action; it is  about creating learning processes.....................
                                                                             PETER  SENGE

941. The power of human thought  grows exponentially with the
         number of mind that share that thought..........DAN  BROWN

942. Take on thought for the morrow for the morrow shall take
         thought for the things of itself............     MATTHEW  6.34
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943. When I despair,I remember that all though history, the way of
        truth and love has always won. There have been murderers
       and  tyrants, and for a time they can seem invincible. But in
        the end they always fall. Think of it, always..............
                                                                             M. K.  GANDHI

944. I have  acted, I have caused others to act, and I have
       approved of others’actirions. One should first comprehend that
       all such actions taking place in the world are the cause of the
       influx of karma particles and then should forswear them........
                                                        ACEARANGASUTRA  1.6-7

945. Giving  simply beceuse it is right to give, without thought of
        return, at a proper time, in proper circumstances and to
       worthy person, is enlightened giving. Giving with regrets or in
       the expectation of receiving some favour or of getting
        something in  return, is selfish giving...........
                                                         BHAGWAD  GITA  17.20-21

946.  A  Master reveals secrets to crack the most hard-boiled
         egg - or person.........                      BACHI   KARKARIA
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947. The smallest minarity on earth is the individual. Those who
       deny individual rights cannot be defenders of minorities............
                                                                                 ARY  RAND

948.    Giving love to all, feeling the love of god, seeing his
           presence in  everyone......that is the way to live in this
           world.......
                                            PARAMAHANSA   YOGANANDA
949.  This is my dream.....this is my prayer. Love is the answer,
         love is  the way. Love is the answer, love is the way.....
                                                   MATA   AMRITANANDAMAYI

 950. Your mission is proving that a love for earth, and for the
        things of the earth, is possible without materialism, a love
        without greed.....  I entreat you not to be turned by the call of
         vulgar strength, of stupendous size by the spirit of
           storage.................                RABINDRANATH  TAGORE

951.  Love all god’s creations Love every leaf, every ray of light.
        Love animals plants love each separate thing and you will
         perceive the  my stery of god in all.................
                                                     FYODOR   DOSTOEVSKY
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 952. The elephant is perhaps the most intelligent among mammals
        and it is vegetarian indicating its sattvic nature. Ganapati has
        the head of the elephant it indicates the intellgence through
        which obstacles in the path of achievement secular as well as
          spiritual  can be overcome........  SRI  SATHYA  SAI  BABA

 953.  We admire elephants in part beacause they demonstrate what
          we consider the finest human traits: empathy, self -awareness
           and social intelligence..................      GRAYDON CARTER

954. Elephant represents both gyan shakti and karma shakti. The
        principal qualities of the elephant are wisdom and
        effortlessness.  The enormous head of the elephant signifies
       wisdom and knowledge. Elephants don’t walk around ob
         stacles; neither do they stop at them...........
                                                            SRI SRI RAVI SHANKAR

 955. Happy  the man and happy he alone he who can call today
         his own he who secure within can say tomorrow do thy worst
         for I have lived today...........                JOHN  DRYDEN
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 956.  Look  to this day for it is life the very life of life the bliss of
         growth the glory of action the splendour of beauty for
         yesterday is but a dream and tomorrow is only a vision,but
         today well-lived makes every yesterday a dream of happiness
          and every tomorrow a vision of hope...........     KALIDASA

957.  This world or the next, hell or heaven we no longer bother
        about what has all-encompassing value for us now is to live in
          the active present...........                             MEHER  BABA

958. Have benevolence towards all living beings, joy at the sight of
        the virtuous compassion and sympathy for the afflicted and
         tolerance towards the indolent and ill-be haved...........
                                                      TATTUARTHASUTRA  7.11

959. My lord others have fallen back in showing compassion to
       their benefactors as you have shown compassion even to your
        male factors.All this is unparalleled............
                                                           VITARAGASTAVA   14.5
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 960.   We should subvert anger by forgiveness, subdue pride with
          modesty overcome hypocrisy with simplicity and greed with
            contentment..............                    SAMANASUTTAM  136

961.  True forgiveness deals with all of the past to make the future
          possible.We cannot go on nursing grudges............
                                                                      DESMOND  TUTU

962. ‘Anti-intellectualism has been a constant thread winding its
       way throught our political and cultural life nurtured by the
        false notion that democracy means that my ignorance is just as
        good as your knowledge.............              ISAAC  ASIMOV

963. Once you get locked into a serious drug collection the
        tendency is to push it as far as you can..........
                                                     HUNTER  S  THOMPSON
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964.  AMBITION is the germ  form  which all growth of nobleness
          proceeds ........................      THOMAS  DUNN  ENGLIOS

965.  FREEDOM is nothing else but a chance to be
          batter....................                                 ALBETT  CAMUS

966.  BEGIN with the end in mind.........     STEPHEN  COVEY

967.  Dereat  is  not bitter unless you swallow  it............
                                                                                JOE  CLARK

968.  DETERMINATION  give  you  the resolve  to keep going in
         spite of  the  roadblocks that  lay  before you........
                                                                        BURT  LAWLOR

969.  NEVER  discourage  anyone..... who  continually  makes
           progress no matter how  slow..........                     PLATO

970.  EVEN  if  you’ re  on  the  right  track, you’ ll get  run  over
         if  you  just  sit there.........                      WILL   ROGERS
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                                                                                               (159)971. SEEK  not  happiness too  greedily, and  be not fearful of
         happiness...............                                            LAO  TZU

972. THE significant problems we face in life can not be solved at
         the same level of thinking we were at when we created
          them...........                                    ALBERT  EINSTEIN

973. THE universe is change our life is what our thoughts make
         it...........                                       MARCUS   AURELIUS

974. THE whole of science  is  nothing  more  than a  arefinement
         of  everyday  thinking..........           ALBERT  EINSTEIN

975. THERE  is great treasure there behind our skull and this is
        true about all of us. this little treasure has great, great powers,
        and I would say we only have learned a very, very small part
         of what it can do...........      ISAAC  BASHEVIS  SINGER

976.  EVERY calling is great when greatly pursued.................
                                                              MOTHER   TERESA
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 977. DAVID wasn’t thinking of being king when he was just doing
         what God said to him..............      WILLIAM  CHANNING

 978. DIFFICULTIES are meant to rouse, not discourage. the hume
         spirit is to grow strong by conflict.............
                                                OLIVER  WENDELL  HOLMES

 979. THE whole of science is nothing more of everyday
          thinking............                                ALBERT   EINSTEIN

 980. HAPPINESS can not be traveled to worn or consumed .
        Happiness ls the spiritual experienss of living every minute
         with love, grace and gratitude..............   DENIS  WAITLEY

 981. Defeat is not bittet unless you swallow it.............
                                                                                JOY  CLARK

982. Just as Radharani is most dear to Krishna, her bathing pond is
       similarly dear. Of all the gopis, she is the most beloved of the
                  lord..........................               PADMA   PURANA
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                                                                                                  (161) 983. Ability is of little account without opportunity................
                                                                                NAPOLEON

984.  Life is a shipwreck but we must not forget to sing in the
          lifeboats...............                                            VOLTAIRE

985.  If you don’t get everything you want , think of the thinks you
         don’t get that you don’t want.............        OSCAR  WILDE

986.  Adopt the paceo of nature her secret is the ptience...............
                                                     RALPH  WALDO  EMERSON

987. The secret of success in life ls for a man to be ready for his
         opportunity when it comes........... BENJAMIN  DISRAELI

 988. Apology is a lovely perfume; it can transform the clumsiest
          moment into a gracious gift......................
                                                  MARGARET  LEE  RANBECK

989. Politics is the only profession in which people aspire till their
          last...........                              SUSHIL  KUMAR  MODI
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 990. There are those who give with joy and that joy is third
          reward.........                                             KAHIL GIBRAN

 991. HE who has learned how to obey will know how to
         command...........                                                       SOLON

992.  NO man is good enough to govern another man without that
          other’s consent. .........                   ABRAHAM  LINCOLN

993.  NEVER stop.One stops as soon as something is about to
          happen............                                          PETER BROCK

994. WE will either find a way. or make one...............
                                                                                     HANNIBAL

995. Dream asif you’ll live as if you’ll die today.............
                                                                               JAMES   DEAN

996.  A dream becomes a goal when action is take toward its
        achievemant..............                                BO  BENNETT

997. Some people walk in the rain others just get wet..........
                                                                 ROGER  MILLER
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        of the spiritual path...
                                                                          LARRY DOSSEY

                                                                                               (163)998. Love dose not begin and end the way we seem to think it
       dose.Love is a battle, love is a war, love is a growing
        up................                                                                JAMES BALDWIN

 999.  Just as a candle connot burn without fire, men cannot live
           without a spiritual life.............................
                                                                                       BUDDHA

  1000.  Coincidences are spiritual puns............

                                                                       G K CHESTERTON

 1001. The garden is a metaphor for life, and gardening is a symbol
                                                                          LARRY DOSSEY          of the spiritual path.....................

 1002. The strongest possible piece of advice I would give any
         young woman is; don’t screw around, and don’t smoke.........
                                                                       EDWINA CURRIE
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        energies for the big, worthwhile things. It isn’t the
        mountainahead that wears you out- it’s the grain of sand in
          your shoe...............                            ROBERT SERVICE

                                                                               (164)
1003. BE master of your petty annoyances and conserve your
        energies for the big, worthwhile things. It isn’t the
        mountainahead that wears you out- it’s the grain of sand in
          your shoe...............                            ROBERT SERVICE

1004. WE must  hang together or surely we shall hang separately.
                                                  BENJAMIN  FRANKLIN

1005. There are three partners in man, god father and mother, god
         says, ‘I regard it as though I had dwelt among them and they
          had honoured me.........                               THE  TALMUD

1006. Do not neglect the sacrificial works due to the gods and
          parents..............     TAITTIRIYAKA   UPANISHAD  1.11.2

1007. I  have adsolutely no pleasure in the stimulants in which I
        sometimes so madly indulge.............
                                                         EDGAR  ALLAN  POE
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1008. One companion asked ‘O apostle of god who is the person
       worthiest of my consideration he replied your mother he asked
       again and second to my mothre the prophet said your
        mother..........      HADITH  OF BUKHARI  AND  MUSLIM

1009.Let parents bequeath to their children not riches but the spirit
        of  reverence.........                                                   PLATO

1010.Come, from the bud o heart, thy lesson learn the truth of life
         is hidden in its urn; it springs out from a heap of mud but still
        towards the sun its glances ever turn............             IQBAL

1011. In oneself lise the whole world and if you know how to look
       and lern the door is there and the key is in your hand.............
                                                                     J  KRISHNAMURTI

1012. Learn a lesson from the birds they feed those who cannot fly
       far they help and serve each other with no thought of re
        ward........                                             ATHARAUA  VEDA

1013. If a decision-making process is flawed and dysfunctional
               decisions will go awry.............  CARLY  FLORINA
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1013. There  is a magnet in your heart that will attract true friends .
          that magnet  is usesrlfishness thinking of other first when you
          learn  to  live for others,they will live for you ..........
                                                 PARAMAHANSA  YOGANAND

1014. To whatever extent  the five senses the four taints of
        emotions and the four instinctive appetites are suppressed by
         a person who is well established in the path of righteousness
         to such extent the doorway for the entrance of evil is closed
          for that  person................          ACARANGASUTRA  4.15

1015. The contact between the senses and sense objects which
         give rise to feelings of heat and cold pleasure and pain are
         transitory and fleeting therefore ignore them transcend them
         and become eligible for immortality............
                                                           BHAGWAD  GITA  2.14-15

1016. A yogi who perceives his real self as separate from his active
          senses and their objects never becomes attached to any
            thing..............         PARAMAHANSA   YOGANANDA
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 1017. The eternal is not attained by rites and rituals, by  pilgrim
          ages nor by wealth it is to be attained only by over coming
          one’s mind by the cultivation of wisdom.............
                                   SAGA  VASISHTA  TO PRINCE  RAMA

 1018. Give me my scallop shell of quite my staff of faith to walk
          upon my scrip of joy immortal diet my bottle of salvation my
           gown of glory hope’s true gage and thus I’ll take my
            pilgrimage............                           WALTER   RALEIGH

 1019. We cannot stop the noise but we can stop ourselves..... ZEN
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 1020.  All of  us are pilgrims on this earth I have even heard it said
            that the earth itself is a pilgrim in the heavens...........
                                                                         MAXIM   GORKY

 1021. One’s destination is never a place, but a new way of seeing
            things...........                                         HENRY  MILLER

 1022. We can make our minds so like still watar that beings gather
           abouth us that they may see,it may be their own
            images..........                                           W. B. YEATS
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1023. He that hath knowledge spareth his words and a man of
         understanding is of an excellent spirit even a fool when he
         holdeth his peace is counted wise and he that shutteth his lips
          is esteemed a man of understanding..............
                                                                   PROVER  BS 17.27.28

1024. See how in natrue-trees, flowers, grass-grow in silence; see
         the stars, the moon and sun, how they move in silence....We
          need silence to be able to touch souls..........
                                                                      MOTHER  TERESA
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1025. He cannot be reached by speech mind or eye. He cannot be
            apprehendad except by him who says; he is...........
                                                                 KATHA  UPANISHAD

1026. Conciliation is not capilulation nor is compromise to be
           deemed equivalent to imbalanced concession................
                                                                   JALAL TALABANI



                                                                                                (169)1027. A peace is of the nature of a conquest for than both partise
          nobly are subdued and neither party loser................
                                                      WILLIAMS SHAKESPEARE

1028. There is one god his name is truth he is creator utteely fear
          less has no enemies is immor tal unborn self-existent and is
            realised  by his grace..............    GURU GRANTH SAHIB

1029. It moves it moves not it is for it is near it is inside all this it is
           outside all this .........................            ISHA UPANISHAD

1030. By failing to prepare,you are preparing to fail..............
                                                             BENJAMIN FRANKLIN

1031. The only difference between me and a madman is that i`m
           not mad.........................                    SALVADOR  DALI

1032. Three thing cannot be long hidden the sun, the moon, and
           the truth......................                                      BUDDHA
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                                                                                             (170)     1033. He is the disciple and guru he is darkness and light he is
             prisoner and jailor he is action and illusion he is formless
              and with form he is yogi the one who has renounced he is
               also the bhogi the  one who enjoys...............
                                                                                 BHIMA BHOI

1034. There are two type of person in this world some are user
              some are creator, thanks god I am creator.   Dr. Ajay Gupta
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     1035. Life is a serise of collisions with the future it is not the
               sum of what we have been but what we yearn to
                 be...............                         JOSE  ORTEGA  GASSET

     1036. No one appreciates the very special  genius of yous
               conversation  as the dog does...........
                                                         CHRISTOPHER  MORLEY

     1037.  The energy of the mind is the essence of life..............
                                                                         ARISTOTLE

                                                                                              (172)



            any value.......................

1043. Wisdom dwell with prudence...................

                                                                                           (171)

1038. Relatively what causes suffering is wrong what alleviates it is
         right. A bsolutely what brings you back to reality is right, and
            what dims reality is wrong...............................
                                                    NISARGADATTA   MAHARAJ
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1040. I don’t believe in hostile moves. I don’t believe they carry
                                                                     CARLOS  GHOSH            any value.......................

    i begin to doubt his lung power..........
1041. When a man persistenly refuses to blow his own trumpet,

1042. In an election, one needs both hope and dudacity..............
                                                         FRANCOIS  HOLLANDE

1043. Wisdom dwell with prudence...................

JAIRAM  N  MENON

BIBLE

                                      (173)

1039.The price of exellence is dicipline . The cost of mediocrity is
        disappointment



1044. There is no witness so terrible and no accuser so powerful as
       conscience  whech dwells within us.....................
                                                                              SOPHOCLES

1045. Beauty and folly are old companions................
                                                           BENJAMIN FEANKLIN

1046. I have desided to stick  with  love hate is too great  a  burden
        to bear.................
                                                  MARTIN LUTHER KING JR

1047. Love at first sight is cured by the second look..............
                                                                          ANONYMOUS

1048. In many a form of goodness  o love ,you show your face
           send   else where all mailce........................
                                                                     ATHAEUA VEDA

1049. Takong the first step with a good  thought the second with a
         good word and the third with a good deed i entered paradise..
                                                                            ZOROASTER

1050. Gentleness and goodness are the roots of humanity...........
                                                         BOOK OF RITUAL 38.18
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1051. T fragrance of flowers spreads only in the direction of the
         wind but the goodness of a person spreads in all direction......
                                                                                 CHANKYA

1052. I have always been solitary  i belong to no one alse i behold
         to no one to whom i can say  i belong i behold no one whom i
          can  designate as mine.............                                                               ACARANGASUTRA 4.32

1053. To understand the nature of the people one must be a
          prince.......                              NICCOLO MACHIAVELLI

1054. When one follows  unswervingly  the path of virtue it is not
          to win advancement when one invariably keeps ones word it
          is not to establish the rectitude of  ones action a gentleman
           merely follower the norm and awaits his destiny...................
                                                                          MENCIUS 7B.33

1055. I dont teach my children what is Hindu and what is
           Muslim...........                                 SHAH RUKH KHAN

                                                                                          (175)
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1056. Nobody can escape the consequences of his actions as
         determined by fate, which  should therefore be accepted as a
           matter of course a man reaps as he has sown............
                                                              SRI  SRI  RAMTHAKUR

1057. We achieve everything by our efforts alone our fate is not
         decided by an almighty god we decide our own fate by our
          actions.........                                   AUNG  SAN SUU  KYI

1058. Three things cannot be long hidden the sun the moon and the
          truth........                                                             BUDDHA
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1059. Karma  moves in two directions if we act virtuously, the seed
         we plant will result in happiness if we act non-virtuously
          suffering results..........                  SAKYONG   MIPHAM

1060. Give and it will be given to you for the measure you give will
          be the measure you get back..........                 LUKE  6.38

1061. Show me an elitist and I’ll show you a loser.............
                                                                        TOM  CLANCY
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  1062. He who given his wealth to purify himself, and confers no
            favour on any man for recompense..... He shall surely  be
             satisfied..........
                                                                  QURAN

  1063. It is not how much we give but how much love
            we put in the giving.............
                                             MATHER  TERESA

  1064. The eagle that is fly ing high in the sky shouldnot
           forget that it should come down one day to see its
             shadow..................
                                                                     PADMASAMBHAVA

  1065.  A  life without a cause is a life without effect...........
                                                                      PAULO   COELHO

  1066. A  smaller government reflecting the needs of the middle
             class and  poor is superior...............
                                                                      ROBERT   REICH
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 1067. After the recent riots in UP, the word ‘secular’ has lost all
           meaning............                                         JUG  SURALYA

 1068. In  India, bad gala-gali has driven good gala-gali out of
           circulation...........                                      JUG   SURALYA

 1069. Holy is the man of devotion; Through thought, words and
           deeds and through his conscience he increases righteous
             ness.............
                                                           AVESTA  YASNA  50.21-22

 1070.  In modern physics, there is no such thing as ‘nothing’
           Even in a perfect vacuum pairs of virtual particles are
            constantly being created and destroyed...............
                                                                    RICHARD  MORRIS

 1071.  A pure devotee accepts tribulation as favours since
           the Lord is absolute there is no mundane difference
             between the two............
                                                           SRIMAD   BHAGAVATAM

 1072.  The highest type of efficiency is that which can
            utilise existing  material to the best advantage........
                                                            JAWAHARLAL   NEHRU
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1073.  This is true knowledge: to seek the self as the true end of
        wisdom always. to seek anything else is ignorance.
                                                                         BHAGWAD GITA

1074.To love a peros means to see him as God intended him to
          be....................                  GYODOR   DOSTOYEVSKY

1075. Life is 10 per cent what happens tous and 90 per cent how
            we respond to it ...................
                                                          ALBERT  M  WILLS,  JR.
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1076. It is amazing what you can accomplish if you do not care w
          gets the credit.................                   HARRY  TRUMAN

1077.People expect too much of one year and too little of
          ten.............
                                                   GEORGE  BERNARD  SHAW

1078.Inspiration is a guest who does not like to visit lazy
         people..........
                                                                    TCHALKOWSKY



 1079  By degress , little by little , from time to time,  a wise person
       should remove his own impurities as a smith removes the dross
       from silver..........................                        DHAMMAPADA
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      1080.There is little that can without a man who can conquer
                himself.

                                                                                    LOUIS  XIV

1081.Ahabit cannot be tossed out the window it must be coaxed
        down the stairs a step at a time..........
                                                                          MARK TWAIN

1082.The man is richest whose pleasures are the cheapest......
                                                       HERRY DAVID THOREAU

1083.To be a success in business be daring be first be different.
                                                                                MARCHANT

1084.Life is 10 percent what happens to us and 90 percent how we
          respond to it........                         ALBERT M WILLS JR
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    1085.Peple grow through experience if they meet life honestly
               and  courageously. This is how chara cter is built.......
                                                         ELEANOR  ROOSEVELT
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    1086.There are no greater treasures than the highest human
             qualities such as compassion , courage and hope. not even
              tragic accident or disaster can destroy such treasures of
                the heart..............                          DAISAKU IKEDA

1087.We are unable, seemingly to discriminate between a bicycle
        accident and the collapse of civilisation......................
                                                                         BERNARD  SHAW

1088.Cycle tracks will abound in utopia................... H G WELLS

1089.Those who make the worse use of their time are the first to
         complain of its shortness.............. JEAN DE LA BRUYERE

                                                                    (181)



1090.The wisest men follow their own direction...............

1091.To climb steep hills requires a slow pace at
        first...........

1092. Life is a foreign language; all men mispronounce it.............

1093. Every child is an artist. The problem is how to remain an
         artist once he grows up.............

1094. The best political community is formed by citizens of the
         middle class...........

1095. Everything you can imagine is real...................
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1096.Work  is either fun or drudgery it depends on you
         attitude.........                                     ARTHUR   DOBRIN
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 1097.You cannot/plumb the depths of a Hunuman night/Rock-
          hard,ground -sure, saturn-crushing, universe -shaking/But
          you can Crack open its kernel /with single, thwacking blow /
          Of the  Hanuman Gada / What  you see inside / May be:
          your own reflection / or a zero / or the cosmic serpent dying
          by inches /or a dot of radiance / or the first atom - of things
            born and to be born.................................
                                                              BEJAN  DARUWALLA

1098.Just as Radharani is most dear to Krishna, her bathing pond is
        similarly dear. Of all the gopis, she is the most beloved of the
         lord..........................                            PADMA   PURANA

 1099.Although the effulgence of the moon is brilliant initially at
         night, in the daytime it fades away. Similarly, although the
         lotus is beautiful during the daytime, at night it closes. But, O
         my friend, the face of my most dear Radharani is always
         bright and beautiful,  both day and night......................
                                                              VIDAGDHA  MADHAVA

1100.Of all the feats of skill the most difficult  is that of being
         honest’’.........                             MARLE DE  BEAUSACQ
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1101.The transcendental goddess Radharani is the direct counter
        part of Krishna. She is the central figure for all goddesses of
        fortune. She possesses all attractiveness to attract the personal
        ity of godhead as she is the primeval intetnal potency of the
           lord............                BRIHAD GAUTAMIYA  TANTRA

1102.If the lord`s name abides within the mind for a moment even
        for an instant it is like bathing at all the 68 sacred shrines of
          pilgrimage......................
                                                   SRI  GURU  GRANTH  SAHIB

1103.I was going on a pilgrimage to mecca and god met me on the
       way. he scolded me and asked , `Who told you that i am only
           there`? ....................................
                                                                                       KABIR

 1104.The pilgrim is none other than jivatma, the very being that
          manifests its existence in partaking of the eternal. This jour
          ney of self realisation is the only true journey to the inner
            recesses of our mind............
                                                    SUDHANSHUJI   MAHARAJ
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1105.Everyone in this world is a pilgrim. His is a sacred
        destination,always dimly suspected,  though usually not
         consciously known. What all men are truly seeking is joy
         infinite, eternal, divine............
                                                             SWAMI  KRIYANANDA

1106.Love  doesn’t  make the world go ‘round; love is what maket
         the ride worthwhile’’.................
                                                               FRANKLIN  P.  JONES

 1107.It’s  important to know that  worlds don’t move mountaains
      work moves mountains’’..........                DANILO   DOLCI

1108.The work gose on the cause endures the hope still lives and
        the dreams shall never die’’..........
                                                             EDWARD  KENNEDY

1109. The love we give away is the only love we keep..........
                                                                 ELBERT  HUBBARD

1110.The  true way to render ourselves happy is to love our work
         and find in it our pleasure..............
                                        FRANCOISE  DE  MOTTEVILLE
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 1111.Love and kindness are never wasted they always make a
   difference they bless the one who receives them and they bless
   you the giver.........                        BARBARA  BE  ANGELIS

1112.Dictionary is the only place that success comes before work
        hard work is the price we must pay for success. I think you
       can accomplish anything if you’re willing to pay the price.........
                                                                 VINCE  LOMBARDI

1113.Leaders aren’t born they are made and they are made just
       like anything else through hard work...........
                                                                    VINCE  LOMBARDI

1114.We make a living by what we get but we make a life  by what
         we  give..........                             WINSTON  CHURCHILL

1115.Opportunity is missed by most because it is dressed in over
       alls and looks like work........      THOMAS  ALVA  EDISON

1116.Life’s challenges are not supposed to paralyze you they’re
    supposed to help you discover who you are.........
                                           BERNICE  JOHNSON  REAGON
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   Trying to bridge the gap between faith and an age of unbound
   1117.Trying to bridge the gap between faith and an age of
          unbound       individualism.............................
                                                                              LAN  BURUMA

                                                                            JUG  SURAIYA
    1118.Gujarat style dandiya parties are all the rage across
                India.........

   1119.I am very happy because I have  loved the world and not
                 myself.

   SRI CHINMOY

1121.Happiness is not readymade. it comes form your own ac-
tions..........
                                                                              DALAI LAMA

1122.Happiness is the spirital experience of living every minute
         with love, grace and gratitude........................................

1120.Happiness is aperfume you cannot pour on others without
        getting some on yourself.......................
                                                                  RALPH W EMERSON
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     1123.Genius is one percent inspiration and ninety-nine percent
           perspiration...............
                                                        THOMAS  ALVA   EDISON

     1124.Problems are only opportunities with thorns on them..........

                                                                          HUGH  MILLER

      1125.To know how to do something well is enjoy it.............

                                                                       PEARL  S.  BUCK

      1126.Never work just for money or for power they won’t save
          your soul or help you sleep at night.............
                                             MARIAN  WRIGHT   EDELMAN

      1127.To repeat what others have said requires education to
               challenge it requires brains............
                                                MARY  PETTIBONE   POOLE

      1128.The purpose of life is a life of purpose..............
                                                            ROBERT  BYRNE
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    1129.Action may not always bring happiness but there is no
               happiness without action.........
                                                                    BENJMIN  DISRAELI

     1130.Good  nature will always supply the absence of beauty but
              beauty cannot supply the absence of good nature...........
                                                                                  EPICTETUS

     1131.To accomplish great things we must not only act but also
       dream not only plan but also believe.................
                                                                    ANATOLE  FRANCE

   1132.People might not get all they work for in this world but they
              must certainly work for all they get..........................
                                                         FREDERICK   DOUGLASS

   1133.It is common sense to take a method and try it if it fails
          admit it frankly and try another but above all try somet
            hing.............
                                                 FRANKLIN  D.  ROOSEVELT

    1134.The price of greatness is responsibility..................
                                                  WINSTON  CHURCHILL
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 1135.If your actions inspire others to dream more learn more do
          more and become more you are a leader............
                                                     JOHN  QUINCY  ADAM

 1136.Place yourself fully at his disposal; He knows; He has writ
          ten the play and he knows how it will end and how it will go
            on; Yours is but to act and retire....................................
                                                                     ATHARVA  VEDA

 1137.Win the game of life; let your mind surrender and accept
            death.......
                                                   SRI  GURU  GRANTH  SAHIB

 1138.A Parliament of crooks could reword dishonesty and punish
         the  lowful...................................
                                                                       JUG  SURAIYA

 1139.We are all manufactures. Making good, making trouble or
       making excuses....................................            ADOLT H.V.
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1140. Life is a song, sing it. Life is a game, play it. It is a challenge,
       meet it. Life is a dream, realise it. It is ascrifice, offer it. Life is
         love, enjoy it..................................
                                                         SRI  SATHYA  SAI  BABA

    take their revenge; for in exploiting their presence we are
 1141.The earth we abuse and the living things we kill will, in the
     end,

 diminishing our future.........................
                                                                 MARYA  MANNES

1142 As a camel beareth labour, and hunger, and thirst, through
    deserts of sand, and fainteth not; so the fortitude of a man shall
    sustain him through all perils.............
                                                                              AKHENATON

1143.competition is the keen cutting edge of business ,always
         shaving away at costs ................
                                                                           HENRY FORD

1144.I always knew i was going to be rich. I don’t think i ever
    doubted it for a minute........................  WARREN  BUFFETT
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1145.The teacher who teaches true knowledge is more important
         than 10 instructors the father is more important than 10 such
         teachers of true knowledge and the mother is important  than
          10 such fathers. there is no greater guru than mother..........
                                                             Mahabharata shantiparva

1146.To look upon god as mother is the purest and the highest form
         of sadhana.................
                                                                           Sri Ramakrishna

1147.A sealed identity within her woke; She knew herself the be
         loved  of the supreme; These gods and goddesses were he and
         she; The mother was she of beauty and delight.....................
                                                                         SRI  AUROBINDO

1148.When the spirits are low... when hope hardly seems worth
     having, just mounta bicycle and go out for a spin down the road,
     without thought on anything but the ride you are taking.
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   1149.It is all one to me if a man comes from sing prison or
            harvard. We hire a man, not history.......................................
                                                                               HENRY  FORD

   1150.Ability will never catch up with the demand for
                   it.......................
                                                                MALCOLM  S. FORBES

  1151.Natural ability without education has more often raised a
          man to glory and virtue than education without natural
            ability.................
                                                                    MARCUS  T. CICERO
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 1152.There are some people who live in a dresm world, and than
      there are those who turn one into the other.............................
                                                                   DOUGLAS  EVERETT

 1153.The winds and waves are always on the side of the ablest
            navigators...................                      EDWARD  GIBBON

1154.It is a fine thing to have ability, but the ability to discover
      ability  in others is the true test.....................................
                                                                       EIBERT HUBBERD



  1155.Big jobs usually go to the men who prove their ability to
          outgrow  small ones..............................
                                                   RALPH   WALDO  EMERSON

  1156.If you don’t change your beliefs, your life will be like this
              forever. Is that good news?..........
.                                                          DR. ROBERT   ANTHONY

  1157.Men are disturbed not by things, but by the view which they
             take of them.............................                      EPICTETUS

  1158.Sooner or later, those who win are those who think they
           can....................                                  RICHARD  BACH

  1159.I always knew i was going to be rich. I don’t think i ever
           doubted it for a minute......................
                                                             .  WARREN  BUFFETT

  1160.Anybody can cut prices, but it takes brains to produce a
             better  article...................                       ARMOUR P.D.

  1161.Consider how hard it is to change yourself and you’ll under
          stand what little chance you have in trying to change
            others...............                             JACOB M. BRAUDE
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    1162.Everybody wants to do something to help, but nobody
             wants to be the first........................................
                                                                             PEARL  BAILEY
   1163.If past history was all there was to the game (in the stock
            market), the richest people would be
             librarians......................                                                                     WARREN  BUFFETT

  1164.Dignity does not consist in possessing honors, but in
          deserving    them.................................              ARISTOTLE

  1165.Character builds slowly, but it can be torn down with
           incredible   swiftness.............................................
                                                                         BALDWIN,  FAITH

    1166.All men are alike in their lower natures; it is in their higher
               characters that they differ...................
       .                                           CHRISTIAN  NEVELL  BOVEE

   1167.Self- respecrt is the root of discipline; the sense of dignity
             grows with the ability to say no to one
                self..............................                                                          ABRAHAM  J.  HESCHEL

    1168.Some people regard discipline as a kind of order that sets
              me free to fly..........................             JULIE  ANDREWS
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1169.That which is striking and beautiful is not always; good but t
        hat which is good is always beautiful...............................

                                                                   NINON DEL’ENCLOS

1170.If you want something done, ask a busy person to do it. the
          more things you do, the more you can do.....................
                                                                             BALLLUCILLE

1171.So long as new ideas are created, sales will continue to reach
          new highs....................................
                                                               BRANDE, DOROTHEA

1172.Get your ideas on paper and study them. Do not let them go
          to waste!..............................................
                                                                               BROWN  LES

1173.If you want to get across an idea, wrap it up in a person
                                                                        BUNCHE, RALPH

1174.Knowledge is the most democratic source of power
                                                                          ALVIN TOFFLER
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1175.It doesn’t matter how new an idea is: what matters is how
           new  it becomes...........................................
                                                                      CANETTI, ELIAS

1176.You can’t know too much, but you can say too much
                                                                     CALVIN COOLIDGE

1177.A man of knowledge lives by acting, not by thinking about
            acting...........................................
                                                               CARLOS CASTANEDA

1178.It is what we think we know already that often prevents us
        from learning...........................................
                                                                      CLAUDE BERNAR

1179.Knowledge is a treasure, but practice is the key to
           it..................
                                                                         THOMAS FULLER

1180.Knowledge is proud that it knows so much; wisdom is humble
          that it knows no more.......................  WILLIAM COWPER

1181.If you have knowledge, let others light their candles with it
                                                              WINSTON CHURCHILL
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1182.I think knowing what you cannot do is more important than
         knowing what you can............................    LUCILLE BALL

1183.I have tried to know absolutely nothing about great many
        things,and I have succeeded fairly well...................................
                                                                  ROBERT BENCHLEY

1185.There is only one way..to get anybody to do anything. And
       that is by making the other person want to do
           it.....................................
                                                                         DALE CARNEGIE

1186.To handle yourself, use your head to handle others,use your
        heart...........
                                                                          DONALD LAIRD

1187.Make sure you visualize what you really want, not what
      someone else wants for you......................  JERRY  GILLIES

1188.If A equals success, then the formula is A equals X plus Y and
      Z, with X being work, Y play, and Z keeping your mouth
      shut..........
                                                                     ALBERT  EINSTEIN

1184. I don’t know the key to success, but the key to failure is
         trying to please everybody..............................
                                                                              BILL  COSBY
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   1189.Success in life comes not from holding a good hand, but in
             playing a poor hand well..................   DENIS  WAITLEY

 1190.My son,observ the postage stamp  its usefulness depends
        upon its ABILITY to stick to one thing until it gets
          there............                       HENRY WHEELER SHAW

 1191.I find that the harder i work, the more luck i seem to have.....
                                                                THOMAS JEFFERSON

 1192.Some causes happiness wherever they go;others, whenever
       the go.................................                            OSCAR WILD

 1193.Perfection is achieved, not when there is nothing more to
         add, but when there is nothing left to take
               away...............................
                                                                   ANTOINE DE SAINT

 1194.If you want to make an apple pie from scratch, you must first
         create the universe...............................          CARL SAGAN

 1195.Argue for your limitations, and sure enough they’re yours
                                                                          RICHARD BACH
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 1196.It’s kind of fun to do the impossible..................
                                                                          WALTDISNEY

 1197.A friendship founded on business founded on friendship
                                                           JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER

 1198.I have not failed. i haEducation is a progressive discovery
       of our own ignorance work..........................

  1199.Men and nation behave wisely ones they have exhausted all
          other alternatves..............................             ABBA  EBAN

  1200.Opportunities multiply as they are seized..........   SUN  TZU
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  1202.If everything seems under control, you’re just  not going fast
         enogh.............................                      MARIO  ANDRETTI

1203.Be nice to people on your way up because you meet them
           on your way down..............                 JIMMY DURANTE

 1201.Obstacles are those frighful things you see when you take
         your eyes off your goal.............................  HENRY  FORD



1204.It’s not the size of the dog in the fight, it’s the size of the
      fight in  the dog.........................                     MARK  TWAIN

 1205.Change should be a friend. It should happen by plan, not by
      accident.......................................             PHILLIN  CROSBY

 1206.The man who does not read good books, has no advantage
         over the man who cannot read them............MARK  TWAIN

 1207.A perfect method for adding drama to life is to wait untill the
     deadline looms large.......................        ALYCE  P.  CORNYN

   1208.We are all inclined to judge ourselves by our ideals; others
          by their acts..............................     HAROLD  NICOLSON
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1209.Education is a progressive discovery of our own ignorance
                                                                             WILL DURANT

1210.I have often regretted my speech, never my si
           lence.......................
                                                                               XENOCRATES
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 1212.Income tax returns are the most imaginative fiction being
        written today ..........................             HERMAN  WOUK

 1213.It often requires more courage to dare to do right than to fear
        to do wrong...............................      ABRAHAM  LINCOLN

1215.Courage is doing what you are afraid to do.There can be no
     courage unless you’re scared.................................
                                                           EDDIE RICKENBACHER

1216.Only those who will risk going too far can possibly find out
           how far one can go.............................         T.S.ELIOT

1217.Management by objectives works if you first think through
         your objectives. Ninety percent of the time you haven’t
                                                                     PETER F. DRUCKER

1218.Home is an invention on which no one has yet improved
                                                                              ANN DOUGLAS

1214.Saving love doesn’t bring any interest.........     MAE  WEST
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1219.One problem with gazing too frequently into the past is that
       we may turn around to fine the future has run out on us
                                                                    MICHAEL CIBENKO
1220.I like to see a man proud of the place in which he lives. I like
   to see a man live so that his place will be proud of him
                                                                   ABRAHAM LINCOLN
1221.Kindness in words creates confidence. kindness in thinking
      creates profoundness. Kindness in giving creates
        love...................                                                    LAO-TZU

1222.Management is doing things right; leadership is doing the
       right things..................................             PETER  DRUCKER

1223.You can make more friends in two months by becoming inter
        ested in other people than you can in two years by trying to
          get other people interested in you...............
                                                                         DALE CARNEGIE

1224. Am i not destroying my enemies when i make friends of
         them ?..................................             ABRAHAM  LINCOIN

1225.True friendship comes when silence between two people is
           comfortable.......................       DAVE  TYSON  GENTRY

1226.The state of your life is nothing more than a reflection of your
       state of mind.....................                      Dr. wayne w. dyer
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 1227.A smile is the lighting system of the face, the cooling system
          of  the head and the heating system of the heart.................
                                                                                 JOE  ANCIS

 1228.There is a difference between imitating a good man and
        counterfeiting him.......................  BENJAMIN  FRANKLIN

 1229.A good education is not so much one which prepares a man
       to succeed in the world, as one which enables him to sustain a
         failure.................................             BERNARD  LDDINGS

 1230.An expert is a man who has made all the mistakes which can
          be made in a narrow field.............                 NIELS BILL

 1231.An expert is one who know more and more about less and
            less................             NICHOLAS  MURRAY  BUTLER

 1232.The optimist proclaims we live in the best of all possimist
           fears this is true...........                   JAMES  B.  CABELL

 1233.It is better to be defeated on principle than to win on
          lies..........
                                                                  ARTHUR   CALWELL
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  1234.Bether to light a candle than to curse the darkness............
                                                                CHINESE  PROVERH

  1235You cannot prevent the birds of sorrow from flying over your
        head, but you can prevent  them from building nests in your
          hair...............                                       MAYA   ANGELOU

 1236.We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by
         what we give...............              WINSTON  CHURCHILL

  1237.Advice is like snow the softer it falls, the longer it dwells
        upon and the deeper it sinks into the mind...........
                                                              SAMUEL COLERIDGE

  1238.We spend the first twelve months of our children’s lives
      teaching them to walk and talk and the next twelve telling them
       to sit down and shut up.............             PHYLLIS  DILLER

  1239.There are there kinds of lies; lies damned lies and statis
            tics...........
                                                                 BENJAMIN  DISRELI

 1240.Use whattalent you possess; the woods would be very silent
        if no birds sang except those that sang best............
                                                                     HENRY  VAN  DYKE
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  1241.The secret to creativity is knowing how to hide your
          sources.........
                                                                     ALBERT  EINSTEIN

  1242Common sense is the collection of prejudices acquired by
          age eighteen.............                           ALBERT  EINSTEIN

  1243. Great spirits have always encountered  violent opposition
             from mediocre minds..........            ALBERT  EINSTEIN

  1244.Put  your hand on a hot stove for a minute and it seems like
          an hour sit with a pretty girl for an hour and it seems like a
             minute. That’s relativity...........     ALBERT  EINSTEIN

  1245.An eye for an eye makes the whole world  blind....................
                                                              MAHATMA   GANDHI

  1246.When rats leave a sinking ship where exactly do they think
           they’re going..............                      DOUGLAS  GAUCK

  1247.In times like these it is helpful to remember that there have
          always been times like these...................    PAUL  HARVEY
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1248.The enemy is anybody who’s going to get you killed no
         matter which sude he is on..............    JOSEPH  HELLHR

1249.Advice is what we ask for when we already know the answer
          but wish we didn’t..................                      ERICA  JONG

1250.The meeting of two personalities is like the contact of two
         chemical substances if there is any reaction, both are
           transformed..............................     CARL  GUSTAV  JUNG

1251.Let us never negotiate out of fear but let us never fear to
     negotiate..................                              JOHN  F.  KENNEDY

1252.Even if you’re on the right track, you’ll get run over if you
         just sit there...................                          WILL  ROGERS

1253.War dose not determine who is right- only who is left..............
                                                              BERTRAND  RUSSELL

1254.Education is when you read the fine print experience is what
      you get if you don’t.................                      PETE  SEEGER

1255.There is only one thing in the world worse than being talked
     about and that is not being talked about.........OSCAR  WILDE
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  1256.Misers aren’t much fun to live with but they make wonder
          ful ancestors.................                        TERRY  GLASPEY

  1257.You can get everything you want if you help enough others
          get what they want...............                           ZIG  ZIGLAR

  1258.In each of us are places where we have never gone only by
          pressing the limits do you ever find them................
                                                        DR.   JOYCE   BROTHERS

  1259.The lust for power is not rooted in strength but in
           weaness...........
                                                                         ERICH  FROMM

  1260. You can’t turn back the clock but you can wind it up
             again.........
                                                                  BONNIE  PRUDDEN

   1261.There’s no limit to what a person can do or where he or she
             can go if he or she doesn’t mind who gats the credit............
                                                                    ANGUS   GROSSART

   1262. Pain is inevitable misery is a choice..................
                                                     - CHRISTOPHER  REEVES
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    1263.The trouble with being in the rat race is that even if you
            win,you’re still a rat................                    LILY  TOMLIN

    1264.If you don’t  learn to laugh at trouble you won’t have any
            thing  to laugh at when you’re old............       ED   HOWE

    1265.To solve big problems you have to be willing to do
            unpopular  things...........                       LEE  LACOCCA

   1266.The two quickest ways to disaster are to take nobody’s ad
            vice and to take everybody’s advice...........
                                                                        DUBLIN  OPINION

   1267.We’re not primarily put on this earth one another, but to see
            one another though...........                  -PETER  DE  VRIES

   1268.Time is really the only capital that any hauman being has
             and the one thing that he can’t afford to lose...................
                                                                  THOMAS  A.  EDISON

   1269.Want to make god laugh tell him you’ve got plans................
                                                                             - ANONYMOUS

   1270.There’s a way to do it better - find it................
                                                                  -THOMAS  A.  EDISON
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  1271.Some people are making such thorough preparation for rainy
       days that they that they aren’t enjoying today’s sun
         shine..............
                                                             WILLIAM  FEATHER

  1272. Correction does much, but encouragement does more
            encouragement after censure is as the sun after
             ashower............                                                  GOETHE

  1273. Not everything that can be counted counts and not everything
             that counts can be counted...............   ALBERT  EINSTEIN

  1274. What would you attempt to do if you knew you would not
            fail......
                                                         DR.  ROBERT  SCHULLER

  1275. The man who makes no mistakes does not usually make
             anything.....................                      EDWARD  J.  PHELPS

  1276. Man can fail many times but he isn’t a failure until he begins
            to blame somebody else...............        BUFFALO  NEWS

  1277. Blessed are those who can give without remembering and
            take without forgetting...............
                                         ELIZABETH,  PRINCESS  BIBESCO

  1278.Life  is a long lesson in humility.........  JAMES  J.  BARRIE
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1279. Hope is a light diet, but very stimulating............   BALZAC

1280. Fear knocked at my door faith openend that door and no one
           was there.............                        AUTHOR  UNKNOWN

1281. It isn’t the thing you do, it’s the thing you leave undone
         which give you a bit of a heartache at the setting of the
          sun............                                             DANILO  DOLCI

1282. I am only one, but I am one. I cannot do everything but I can
         do something what I can do, I ought to do and what I ought to
          do, by god’s grace I will do.............                    AUTHOR

1283. Faith is the bird that feels the light and sings when the dawn
           is still dark.................       RABINDRANATH   TAGORE

1284. The most difficult thing in the world is to know how to do a
         thing and to watch somebody else doing it wrong without
          comment...........                                          T. H. WHITE

1285. If you are content with the best you have done you will
          never do the best you can do.............. MARTIN  VANBEE

1286. If you see good in everybody nearly everybody will see good
          in you................                                             EPICTETUS
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1287. Your friend is the man who know all about you and still likes
           you...................                        HENRY  FORD

1288. Learning is like rowing  upstream not to advance is to drop
          back.............                              CHINESE  PROVERD

1289. No man ever sank under the burden of the day it is when
         tomorrow’s burden is added to the burden of today that the
          weight is more than a man can bear...............
                                                         GEORGE  MACDONALD
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1290. As a day well spent procures a happy sleep so a life well em
          ployed procures a happy death..........................
        FROM  THE  NOTEBOOKS OF  LEONARD  DA  VINCI

1291. He who thinks little errs much.................

1292. forget your experiences, grab the iessons, and keep on
          swinging.....................                               ERROL SMITH

1293. The ability to speak well is the shortcut to distinction............
                                                                        DALE  CARNEGIE

1294. Success is a journey, not a destintion.................................
                                                                    VINCE  LOMBARDI
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1295. We cannot direct the wind but we can adjust the sails..........
                                                                    VINCE LOMBARDI

1296. In the middile of every difficulty lies opportunity...................
                                                                    VINCE LAMBORDI

 1297. Your attitude determines your attitude...........................
                                                                    VINCE LAMBARDI

1298. The diffirence between a successful person and other is
         not a lack of strenth,not a lack of knowledge,but rather a lack
          of will............                                  VINCE  LAMBARDI

1299. The winner is always part of answer the loser is always part
            of problem...........................       VINCE LAMBERDI

1300. Leaders are like eagles they donot flock you find them
            one at a time...............................   VINCE  LAMBARDI

1301. If you would not be forgotten eigher write things worth
           reading or do things worth the writing..............................
                                                           BENJAMIN FRANKLIN

1302. All that is needed for the triumph of evil is that good man do
           nothing ....................                   EDMUND  BURKE
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1303. I think there is a world market for maybe five computers.......
                        -IBM  CHAIRMAN  THOMAS  WATSON,  1943

1304. Everythink that can be invented has already been
          invented...........                               CHARIES  H.  DUELL

1305. A rocket  will never be able to leave the earth’s
           atmosphere........      THE  NEW  YORK  TIMES  1936

1306. Injustice is relatively easy to bear what stings is
          justice.............                                     H.  L.   MENCKEN

1307. Speak in anger and you’ll give the greatest speech you’ll
           ever regret...........                                   ANONYMOUS

1308. It is useless for sheep to pass a resolution in favor of
         vegetarianism while wolves remain of a different opinion........
                                                 WILLIAM  RANDOLPH  INGE

1309. Do first what you dread the most.............   ANONYMOUS

1310. If you think nobody cares if you are alive try missing a
           couple of car payments................     EARL  WILSON

1311. The degree of one’s emotion varies inversely with one’s
         knowledge of the facts-the less you know the hotter you
          get..........                                     BERTRAND   RUSSELL
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1312. If you aren’t living on the edge then you are taking up too
          much space...........                                    ANONYMOUS

1313. Many people take no care of their money till they come
         nearly to the end of it and others do just the same with their
          time..........                                                           GOETHE

1314. It takes a steady hand to carry a full cup................
                                                                               ANONYMOUS

1315. Progress depends on people knowing they’ll be able to profit
          from their ideas........                    DEBORAH  NEVILLE

1316. The easiest thing to find is fault.........            ANONYMOUS

1317. You cannot build a reputation on what you intend to
          do............                                                      LIZ   SMITH

1318. The happiest people don’t necessarily have the best of
          everything.They just make the best of everything................
                                                                             ANONYMOUS

1319. If you really want to do something you will find a way if you
          don’t you will find an excuse.............         ANONYMOUS

1320. Don’t forget until too late that the business of life is no
           business but living.......................               B. C.  FORBES

1321. Too many people miss the silver lining because they’re
           expectinggold.............                     MAURICE  SETTER
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            Lastly………………

                         As every author wish, how you feel after reading this
    book, please let me know and give any other suggestions to

         change it or make it better .I am not great but I love to do some
     things great for the world. Please tell about this book to your

         colleagues.       Care has been taken to confirm the accuracy of
  the information.   However the author, editor and publisher

       are not         responsible   for errors or omissions and make no
      warranty,   expressed or implied with respect to the currency,
     completeness, or accuracy of the content of the information.

 As somebody said, life is for four days
[ Zindagi char din ki hai (Hindi) ]

       So do something good, where you are & what you are doesn’t
matter.

As world is round, I will see you some where…………..

              KEEP IN TOUCH……...
Dr. Ajay Gupta

Info@drajaygupta.com



 


